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Zusammenfassung 
 
In der heutigen Gesellschaft ist Leistung das, was von der Gesellschaft honoriert und auch 
gefordert wird. Doch wie definiert man Leistung in einer Bildungseinrichtung, die bis vor 
wenigen Jahren komplett durch öffentliche Gelder finanziert wurde und nun durch das in 
Kraft treten der Novelle des UOG93 [20] schlagartig mit einem fix zugeteiltem und teils 
gekürztem Budget auskommen muss. Das UOG93 zwingt daher die Universitäten, die 
Leistungen ihrer Mitarbeiter sowohl in der Administration, als auch in der Forschung und vor 
allem in der Sparte Studium/Lehre durch Evaluationen zu bewerten. 
 
Die Uni Innsbruck betreibt daher ein schriftliches Evaluationssystem (für die Sparte 
Studium/Lehre) welches, aufgrund von Fragebögen die von den Studierenden ausgefüllt 
werden, eine Bewertung der angebotenen Lehrveranstaltungen und Vortragenden bereitstellt. 
Aufgabe der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es nun, dieses Papier basierende System auf eine online 
Basis zu stellen, die nicht nur die Ergebnisse online zur Verfügung stellt, sondern die 
Studierenden auch die Evaluation selbst online absolvieren lässt. 
 
Das vorliegende Dokument gliedert sich in zwei Teile. Der erste Teil behandelt den 
theoretischen Hintergrund dieser Arbeit. Dabei werden de Beweggründe für eine Evaluation 
der Lehre erörtert, welche rechtlichen Bestimmungen gelten und wie die Ergebnisse Einfluss 
auf den universitären Betrieb haben. Auch versucht die Arbeit herauszuarbeiten wie 
Fragebögen zusammengestellt werden könnten um möglichst aussagekräftige Ergebnisse zu 
erhalten. 
 
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit werden das Programm und dessen Implementierung erläutert. 
Dabei liegt nicht die Erklärung der Funktion im Vordergrund, sondern vielmehr wie auf das 
verwendete Framework (Symfony) das Programm aufgebaut wurde. Dabei wird versucht auf 
Patterns (MVC) und verwendete Techniken (XLIFF für die Internationalisierung) einzugehen 
und dessen Anwendung im Programm zu verdeutlichen. 
 
Am Ende der Arbeit wird neben einem ausführlichen Anhang und dem Literaturverzeichnis, 
noch ein Ausblick über mögliche Verbesserungen, beziehungsweise Erweiterungen der 
Applikation gegeben. 
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Abstract 
 
With the amendment of the UOG93 (in the year 1999) the evaluation of teaching becomes 
compulsory for all Austrian universities. The University of Innsbruck started the evaluation 
process with a paper-based evaluation system. This system works pretty well and the 
feedback quota is in average scope. But with the increasingly importance of the world-wide-
web some kind of development to automated systems became a matter of time. So this work is 
dealing with such an online evaluation platform which is called ESCS (Evaluation System for 
Computer Science). 
  
Unlike the traditional in-class, paper-based, written teaching evaluation, the online system 
allows students to provide feedback on the course and the instructor(s) online anytime during 
the evaluation time span, and anywhere that is convenient without peer pressure. A number of 
these questions are open-ended and students are able to type their comments directly into the 
evaluation system. 
The online course evaluation system was created to keep or in best case raise the student 
response rates, as well as provide on-demand reports to faculties, administration, students and 
for the lecturers self.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Evaluation of teaching 
 
One of the primary functions of the university Innsbruck is teaching. For a useful evaluation 
the academic staff must be able to collect data to evaluate the way they teach but with little 
threat to their students that such information could be used against them. Teaching 
evaluations serve several purposes such as providing: 
 

• Feedback on the perceptions of students in their class 
• Feedback to lecturers so they can improve their teaching 
• Feedback to the faculty and university so they can judge the teaching performance of 

the instructional staff 
• Information to students about what other students thought of the lectures 

 
Evaluation of teaching involves collecting evidence, from various stakeholders, for the 
purpose of improving the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process. A successful 
evaluation generates outcomes that are valid, reliable and indicate directions and action for 
improvement. 
We will see that there is much more to an evaluation than putting out a questionnaire (online 
or not).  
Above we talked about what the return is of an evaluation. But we can also ask what has to be 
evaluated: 
 

• the quality of the educational provision (the product) - which could be the whole 
program, a course (module), a class (lecture, seminar, laboratory, etc)  

• the performance of the provider(s) - the academic staff, tutors, support staff, involved 
in the delivery of this program/course/class  

• the experience of the students as partners in the process - their experience of what is 
provided, and of the providers their motivation and approach to learning  

• a combination of these things - provided that the various purposes are made absolutely 
clear to those asked to make the evaluation  

 
 
What is described above is also the specification within the UGO93 [20] what has to be 
evaluated for a teaching evaluation. But these are very general questions. The following list 
shows more focused information’s which might be gathered with an evaluation: 
 

• the clarity of the stated educational aims and learning outcomes  
• the realism of stated pre-requisites/prior knowledge  
• curriculum and content - perceptions of relevance/usefulness  
• the way in which the curriculum was presented or delivered  
• the development of subject-specific skills  
• the development of non-subject specific (personal and/or transferable) skills  
• the appropriateness of the methods of assessment  
• the appropriateness of the style of teaching, and the performance of teacher  
• the quality of feedback to the student on the performance of the student  
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• the motivation/attitudes of the student  
• the educational challenge presented to the students  
• the workload, how reasonable, how realistic  
• the support available to students/course books/resources for independent learning  
• the effort made by the student, and the take-up of support/guidance  
• the overall experience of the student of the teaching and support for learning  

 
This is a string of questions with such a wide range of foci, which makes it difficult for the 
person giving the evaluation to recall, reflect and give a careful response. So it is not easy to 
decide which information is needed and what information can be gathered with an evaluation, 
but more on this issue in chapter [3.5].  
 
All data gathered with an evaluation is not only an information database to students and 
lectures, it’s also useable for further statistical analyzes such as: 
 

• Drop-out-rate (students will drop out more often during a semester if the course is not 
well teached or is not interesting) 

 
• Exam quota (if the course offers interesting topics to the students and is well presented 

the exam marks will likely be better) 
 

• Study progression 
 
The evaluation with all its aspects is part of quality management every modern company must 
have in order to keep the efficiency of the production high, but as unpopular as it is in the 
private industry so it is in an academically structure. There are too many fears of the 
employees and this result in an uninterested behavior. This is poor because as long as there is 
no open minded discussion (reviewing the results of an evaluation) and action (evaluation 
through students, peers …) on evaluation based data no integrated refractory (restructure, 
rebuild) is possible. 
 
 
Another very important issue is: Who evaluates what? 
 
An evaluation of teaching will normally be designed for students as the primary evaluators, 
but there is advantage in also seeking evaluation by all the partners in the process. The 
responses of the different participants in the process - students and staff - permit a correlation 
that adds greatly to the reliability and validity of the outcomes of the evaluation. Such 
correlation provides insight into the level of harmony, or disharmony, of perceptions between 
the partners in the teaching-learning process. Internal and/or external academic peers can also 
be invited to participate in the evaluation, to introduce a wider perspective on, for example, 
the academic standards of the educational provision (additional information can be found 
under [21]). 
 
Here the UOG 93 takes action as it defines which sub areas should be evaluated by whom 
[Figure 1]: 
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Figure 1: Structure of the current evaluation process as defined in UOG 93. 

 
 

1.2 Legal Basis 
 
The evaluation of teaching is not just a university intern tool to display the work of it 
employees. This evaluation process must be done because of the amendment for the 
university law UOG 93 [20]. 
This law was adopted by the university senate on the 25th March 1999 and than was approved 
by the minister of science and transport on the 28th of May 1999. After the university 
Innsbruck published the amendment on the 9th of November is got operative with the 10th of 
November. 
With the publication of the amendment the university declared that it will make evaluations 
for all of its sub areas: 
 

• Research 
• Study/Teaching 
• Administration 

  
The defined aims fort the evaluations are: 
 

• Offensive Public relation 
• A more international orientation 
• Feedback of the activities within the organization 
• Feedback of the academic work 
• Feedback for suggestions 

 
The evaluation of teaching is specially regulated within the UOG 93. There is says that an 
evaluation for every course should be done in regular (ideally every semester) but at least 
once every four semesters. 
Every university has to name a head for the evaluation and quality management. This job is 
done by the vice rector (currently not staffed) of the university Innsbruck. 
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The evaluation has to deal with the following topics: 
• Aims of the course 
• Content of the course 
• Didactics 
• Student supervision 
• Learning assistance 
• Overall rating 

 
The final composition of the evaluation form (there can/should also be different forms for the 
different course types) must be granted by an academic jury. 
 
For the evaluation results there are also some regulations: 

• The evaluation results must be shown to the course head 
• The course head can deny the publication of the results 
• The evaluation results must be given to the study commission 
• If possible the results should be publicized online or the students must have the 

possibility to view the results if they want to 
• Evaluation results must have consequences 

 
The consequences mentioned above can be: 

• Call for a university professor 
• Confer of the competence for academic teaching 
• Confer for university assistance or lectureship 
• Measures for human resource development 
• And many more… 

 
 

1.3 Does it take affect? 
 
As the evaluation process produces a lot of data and this data may also provide some useful 
information to lecturer, student and academically administrative staff, it should not just waste 
database memory. At the moment there is no transparency about what happens based on the 
evaluation result in case, of a positive or a negative rating. 
 
When we started to research about the evaluation topic within the University of Innsbruck we 
found out that there several misconceptions. The students think that the evaluation is done 
because it has to be done but nothing happens because the lecturers do not have interest in it 
and the administration does not act based on the evaluation ratings. Whoever we talked with 
some lecturers and they told us that they are surely interested in the evaluation results but it is 
not the statistical analyze what they are interested in. For them it would be more informative 
if they get the personal comments which are written onto the evaluation forms. 
 
Because the evaluation is part of the quality management and this quality management is very 
important to companies to maintain a certain standard there are different patterns how to 
integrate evaluation results into a learning process. We will have a look to one of these called 
the “Feedback Loop”. Therefor the teaching has to be redefined. 
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As the information environment (research results, techniques…) changes rapidly today, 
teaching must be redesigned broadly to include planning activities, the actual interaction with 
students, and the professional development of the teacher. As part of professional 
development, evaluation is a natural and on-going aspect of the process of teaching. We 
should regularly evaluate each aspect of this process and use the outcomes to verify or 
improve what the lecturer/academic stuff do. Thinking about evaluation in this way makes it 
possible to plan a continuous cycle that spans several years, in which various sources of data 
and methods of evaluation may be tapped and used depending on what is to be evaluated (see 
below).  
 

 
Figure 2: Evaluation as an aspect within the teaching process 

 
The figure above shows how lecturers can integrate evaluation results into their teaching 
progress. Not only the lecturer should take care of the evaluation also the evaluation it self 
should be reviewed if necessary (look at chapter [4]). 
What is still left to the administration of the university is the acting on permanent low rated 
lecturers. If they are not willing to rebuild and/or refresh their teaching habits the last step 
must be a shuffle in the personal management to keep the teaching level as high as possible. 
Still this needs a close review even if students permanently give low rates for a course 
because a 1st term student has not that much of experience as a 6th grader. 
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2 Status Quo 
 

2.1 Current evaluation behavior 
 
The Institute of Computer Science was founded in 2001. We start to analyze the evaluation 
behavior with the winter semester 2001/02. The data can be accessed at the lecture evaluation 
site at the homepage of the University of Innsbruck [2]. 
Table [Table 1] shows the number of evaluations for every semester since then. What we can 
see is that although the number of evaluations increased very much, the number of comments 
given by a professor or exercise teacher stayed at a very low level. The proportion of 
commented evaluations is between 0 and 3 %. 
For every course in average 15 sheets are filled out. The maximum number of filled out sheets 
was in WS 02/03 with 1815 and the minimum with 542 was in WS 01/02 but there were just 5 
courses (and all of them were evaluated) held. 
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Figure 3: development of evaluation behavior (numbers taken from [Table 1]) 
 
The graphic above shows the tendencies of performed evaluations and total filled out sheets 
per semester, based on the data from table [Table 1]. As anticipated there is a strong 
correlation between the number of performed evaluations and the total numbers of sheets that 
are filled out by the students. From a statistical point of view, the saddle point for evaluations 
will be 95 evaluations per semester and for total number of filled out sheets it will be 1300 per 
semester. 
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Our System must be designed to handle this numbers with a satisfactorily performance. 
 
During the research we also found an interesting fact: 
In the summer term 2004 one lecturer declined to publish the evaluation results of his course. 
For this particular course there were 54 filled out evaluation forms and that’s a high 
evaluation rate for one course. At the moment the UOG93 says that the results can just be 
published if the lecturer does not decline it. But doesnot have the students the right to know 
what 54 student evaluated one year before? 
The maximum of 2 declined publications were in the summer term of 2003 with a total of 21 
filled out evaluation forms. 
We think there should be a mark of filled out evaluations sheets where the lecturer can not 
decline the publication. It also would make sense if all (even if the lecturer doesn´t want it) 
evaluation results will be published because all students know what result the lecturer/course 
does have when the publicvation is declined.  
 
In our research we also made some random sample at other institutes. We wanted to know if 
the evaluation behavior, in particular the behavior in case of commenting the evaluation, is 
just specific for the institute of computer science or if it is pretty normal. 
What we found out by taking a closer look to the institutes of the natural science faculty is 
that we always get the same picture:  
The evaluations are carried out for almost every course and the results are not commented by 
the lecturers. 
But not only within the natural science faculty we have this behavior; it is the same all over 
the whole university.   
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# evaluated courses ∑ filled out forms ø filled out forms ∑ comments by lecturer

pounced 5 542 108,4 1
not forbidden 0 0 0 0
declined 0 0 0 0
∑ 5 542 108,4 0,2

pounced 47 780 16,59 0
not forbidden 11 99 9 0
declined 0 0 0 0
∑ 58 879 15,15 0

pounced 62 1394 22,48 0
not forbidden 32 421 13,15 0
declined 0 0 0 0
∑ 94 1815 13,42 0

pounced 47 665 14,15 0
not forbidden 21 298 14,19 0
declined 2 21 10,5 0
∑ 70 984 14,05 0

pounced 59 872 14,78 2
not forbidden 46 715 15,54 0
declined 0 0 0 0
∑ 105 1587 15,11 0,02

pounced 61 706 11,57 3
not forbidden 37 569 15,37 0
declined 1 54 54 0
∑ 99 1329 13,42 0,03

pounced 51 766 15,02 0
not forbidden 24 273 11,37 0
declined 0 0 0 0
∑ 75 1039 13,85 0

WS 03/04

SS 04

WS 04/05

WS 01/02

SS 02

WS 02/03

SS 03

 
Table 1: analysis of evaluations since foundation of institute 
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2.2 Processing an evaluation 
 
At the moment the evaluation of a course goes as follows: 
 
Based on the university calendar every course has its LVA number. Exercise courses are 
normally cut in a number of groups. These groups get the LVA number of the exercise course 
ending with the group number. For example if the LVA number of the lecture is 703013, the 
exercise course gets the number 703014 and the first group will have the LVA 703014-1. 
 
In the last third of the semester every course registered in the university calendar should 
perform an evaluation. Therefor the lecturer of every course gets a number of evaluation 
sheets, one master data sheet and an envelope. 
While the lecture/exercise is held, the evaluation sheets must be hand out by a volunteer 
student. Then the LVA number has to be written onto the sheet and the lecturer should leave 
the room. After all the students have filled out the evaluation, the volunteer has to collect the 
sheets and put them into the envelope. Afterwards the lecturer and the volunteer have to fill 
out the master data sheet then put it into the envelope and sealing it with signing the 
envelopes flap. 
After the envelope is returned to the FSS (faculty service point; responsible for the institute of 
computer science is the FSS Technikerstr. 27) the results of the evaluation should be available 
1 month later. Then the lecturer who´s course was evaluated can decide if he wants the results 
to be publicized or not. 
 
The evaluation sheet itself has different formats, one for lectures and another for exercises 
(different questions will be asked). Both sheets are divided in two parts. In the first part the 
student has do evaluate the content of the lecture/exercise, the lecturer/trainer, the equipment 
and of course the lecturer itself. These questions have to be answered by a list of 6 possible 
answers starting with “I agree” and ending with “not answerable”. Within part two there is 
space for a written personal comment for the lecturer. 
 

2.3 Problems of the current evaluation system 
 
The whole procedure as described above is quite complicate. It produces a lot of paper and the 
evaluation has to be done within a few minutes which do not allow students do write down a 
comprehensive comment to the lecturer. Although it is in use for a long time there always 
have been a lot of criticisms. 
Those most mentioned by lecturers and students: 
 

• Too short time for a comprehensive evaluation (especially for comments) 
• Limited range of question to different topics 
• results wither because the missing knowledge by the students where to find them 
• feedback seems to get no recognition from lectures 
• too much paperwork 
• can not read the personal comment of a student 
• current results have no expressiveness, they are just showing statistical numbers 
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2.4 Other solutions 
 
All the problems and shortcomings mentioned above result in discussions about new 
evaluation methods. 
We want to take a look at three new methods that are already implemented and in use at the 
University of Innsbruck. 
 

2.4.1 Evaluation system of Medical University Innsbruck: 
 
Since the SS 04 the medical university is doing their evaluation with an online system [3]. 
Every student gets a TAN code which allows him to enter one evaluation. 
The evaluation consists 4 questions with either 3 (yes, no, do not know) or 5 answers (from 
very good to very bad). 
The results are shown with a simple summary. 
 
Analyzing the evaluation behavior is showing a lack of completeness. In the SS 05 just 5 so 
called modules were evaluated with a total of 83 filled out sheets.    
Comparing the evaluation ratio of the medical and computer science faculty is showing one of 
the biggest problems of the online evaluation system: 
 

• Medical science: SS 05 – 2,17 % (83 evaluations by 3814 reported students) 
 

• Computer science: WS 04/05 – 159,6 % (1069 evaluations by 651 reported students) 
 
 

2.4.2 Evaluation system for Juristischen Informations- und 
Arbeitstechnik: 

 
Because this lecture has a lot of participants the lecturer decided in the WS 03/04 to 
implement an online System to evaluate his course [4]. 
Therefor he implemented a simple login mask where the student is asked to enter his 
“Matrikelnummer” and choose his name from a drop down list. After the login, 8 short 
questions have to be answered. The results are given to the “Vizerektor für Evaluation von 
Forschung, Lehre und Verwaltung“. We also wanted to do an analysis for this evaluation 
system but we could not find any results. 
  

2.4.3 Evaluation platform for Austrian universities 
 
During our research for existing online systems Professor Strang told us about the evaluation 
platform for Austrian universities under the URL www.meinprof.at. 
This is a project which started on the 13th of February 2006 and is the Austrian part of the 
German version which can be found under www.meinprof.de. 
 
This project was implemented with Ruby on Rails [22] which is a framework for the scripting 
language Ruby. The site (originally the German part of it) was implemented by two student 

http://www.meinprof.at/
http://www.meinprof.de/
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based IT-consulting companies (Juniter, Company Consulting Team e.V.) who still attend and 
administer it. 
 
For the evaluation itself the user must be registered. Therefor he is prompted to provide an 
email address, username and password. After the registration is done the account has to be 
activated following a link from a conformation email. Following the activation the user has 
access to the evaluation login. If he entered the correct username and password he can 
evaluate courses. To do so he has choose a state, than the list with all available universities for 
this state is shown. After the user has selected the university he is inscribed to the list with 
already registered courses is shown. At the moment (May 2006) Tyrol is not very well 
evaluated: 
 
Name Town Professors Courses Evaluations 
MCI Innsbruck 2 3 17 
LFU Innsbruck Innsbruck 5 5 6 
UMIT Hall 0 0 0 
FH Kufstein Kufstein 0 0 0 
Table 2: Evaluation statistics fort he state Tyrol 
 
The greatest evaluation density Austrian wide is for universities in Vienna. There are 296 
evaluated courses with a total of 571 evaluations for 205 registered lecturers. This means that 
85% of the recorded data is associated with universities in Vienna. This is something which 
has to get better because the site is called evaluation platform for Austrian universities and not 
for Vienna only. But this is no surprise because again the completeness is the main problem of 
online platforms. 
 
The evaluation process itself is clearly structured and short but expressive in terms of clearly 
formed questions. Eight questions with multiple answers have to be filled out plus a field for a 
personal comment. The result is displayed if there are 3 or more evaluations for a specific 
course. Otherwise the information is displayed that there are too few evaluations. If enough 
evaluations are done the result is displayed with an overall rating (averages) plus if wanted all 
single entries where also the personal comments are displayed. 
The personal comment is a very good function but has the most improvement potential 
because there is no test due to malicious words. So there is the possibility for the students to 
enter malicious comments which then must be removed by the administrators. 
A positive function is that the registered user can edit all his evaluations every time he wants 
to do it. He can edit all his evaluations as long as they are online in the system. 
The user is also some kind of administrator because in case he wants to evaluate a course 
which is not yet registered he can create a new professor and the course he is teaching. If there 
is a professor already in the system the user can add courses to this lecturer. 
 
The system is designed to communicate with students. In case that a lecturer reviews his 
evaluation and found some incorrect data he has just the possibility to write an email to the 
administrator. There is no functionality to let the lecturer communicated with the system 
directly. 
Another very important function has to be mentioned here. If a lecturer wants to evaluate his 
course on this platform but wants just evaluations from “real” attending students he can write 
an email to the administrators which than generate a password list. This list will be mailed to 
the professor which provides the passwords to his students which will be prompted to enter a 
valid password if they evaluate the course. 

http://www.juniter.de/
http://www.cct-ev.de/
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Now let as take a look which questionnaire has to be filled out for an evaluation: 
 

 
Figure 4: Questionnaire of www.meinprof.at 

 
There is just one questionnaire for all types of courses. 
 
As we mentioned before there is also a German part of this evaluation platform. The German 
implementation started on the 13th of November 2005. The site itself has exactly the same 
structure and function as the Austrian one but has nearly 200 times more evaluations. This 
enormous difference between the two sites can be explained by an article on the homepage of 
www.spiegel.de [23].  
In this article is reported how the evaluation platform works and which motivation is behind 
it. The article was under the top 5 articles of the online magazine for more than one week 
which gave the homepage a big boost. There were 350000 hits in one week after the article 
was published and the site has a constant grow of evaluations (and a big jump directly after 
the announcement) since than.  
 lecturers courses evaluations 
www.meinprof.at 243 342 665 
www.meinprof.de 19740 31505 105823 

Table 3: Comparison between the German and Austrian site 
 
This is an example how the whole evaluation thing could work, but there is still a lot of 
discussion to be done. The German site of the online evaluation platform has at the moment to 
fight with some juridical earthquakes. Based on some University of Aachen based evaluation 

http://www.spiegel.de/
http://www.meinprof.at/
http://www.meinprof.de/
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guidelines the lecturers of this university forced the administrators of www.meinprof.de to 
remove all those lecturers who didn’t directly agreed to the publication of the evaluation 
results. 
Is this some kind of cutting the free opinion articulation or do the professor just fear the power 
of students when they unleash the “real” public evaluation? 
 
 
   

http://www.meinprof.de/
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3 The ESCS System 
 

 
 
ESCS is the abbreviation for Evaluation System for Computer Science. 

3.1 Features 
 

• online evaluation 
• different evaluation forms for VO, UE, VU, PR, SE 
• viewable comments (from both student and lecturer) 
• feedback with statistic and comments 
• comment from the lecturer before and after LVA 

 

3.2 The Advantages of the new System 
 
Regarding to the problems of the current evaluation system, we tried to fix most of the 
problems mentioned. 
 
- The Lecturer can read the comments as soon as the student submitted the evaluation 

As we read through the documents (specifications) of the old evaluation system we 
found out that the comments written by the student will be hand out to the lecturer. But 
in fact that is not the case. The lecturer must go to the FSS (faculty service point) and 
must say he wants to have the comments. Otherwise he will never see what the 
students have written. This is also the more important point to the lecturers. The 
statistical overview is just a reference value to evaluate the performance by the 
deanery. For the student and especially the lecturer it is more expressive if the student 
comments his subjective opinion. 
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- Students and others can view comments and statistical overview 
As soon as the lecturer (or in case that the lecturer don’t take action, the Administrator 
or System Administrator; more on the different rolls within the System under [3.6.1]), 
who is associated with the evaluated lecture releases the results and comments, they 
can be accessed through a central point. 

 
- Students can make evaluation online 

Because the students are now able to make evaluation online, they have plenty of time 
to fill out the evaluation form. This is especially positive for the question which can be 
answered which comments, because now they can write as long as they want. For the 
student motivation topic see chapter [3.3.2]. 

 
- Automated system 

The ESCS application needs no paper anymore and generates all the statistical 
analyzes automatically. There is just one Administrator needed for every Institute 
which enters the courses which are held. At the end of the semester the Administrator 
again just has to archive the evaluation results and than they are viewable by 
everybody. 

 
- Everything is centralized 

With the ESCS program the whole evaluation process has one central entry point. 
Both students and registered users (administrators, lecturers, and exercise teachers) 
enter the application through the same access point. 
 

3.3 Possible problems of ESCS 
 

3.3.1 Access control 
 
When talking about web-based applications access control is one of the central points, in this 
case two mature points have to be considered: 
 

• one student votes more then once for the same lecturer/LVA 
• not participating student evaluates LVA 

 
The ESCS application provides an easy access control for both the students and the registered 
users. For the access control for the registered system users take a look here [3.7.4]. 
For the students the access to the evaluations is also manageable. The head of a LVA has the 
possibility to restrict the access to the evaluation of his course. 
When a LVA evaluation is created, the configuration is per default set to let all students 
evaluate the course with one and the same TAN number. If the lecturer wants that every 
student can evaluate the course with a given TAN per evaluation he can activate this feature 
in his personal LVA area. 
For a later implementation an interface to the database of the ZID (this is the central IT 
controlling facility for the whole university network, software and hardware) is desirable. In 
this case it could be checked if a student is registered for a course and the TAN check can be 
dropped for at least exercise courses (in general courses where the students must sign in to 
attend them), but more on this topic in chapter [4.4]. 
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3.3.2 How to motivate the Students 
 
Another problem of a web-based evaluation system will be as we have seen before [Fehler! 
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]: 
 

• evaluation quota falls (worst case: see medical science) 
 
Some of the problems mentioned above can be handled within the software system, but the 
most important point must be solved in other ways. From our point of view a new evaluation 
system is only useful if the evaluation quota doesn’t drop too much. But as we have seen for 
the evaluation system of medical science this will happen if no steps are taken to prevent this. 
 
When talking about preventive measures we have to be conscious that not all LVA’s are 
obligatory. 
 
First we will discuss the motivation within LVA’s where attendance is obligatory (e.g.: UE, 
VU, PR, SE): 
 
- Students will get a bonus point if they do the evaluation: 

This can be handled with a function in the software system which automatically sends 
an email to the exercise teacher (with the matriculation number of the student which 
did the evaluation). So the motivation for the student is that if he does the evaluation 
he receives an additional point and may result in a better grade. This step may raise 
privacy consernce if just one student evaluates a course.  

 
- The evaluation is held during the lesson: 

This can only be done if the lesson is held in a computer equipped room. Then the 
procedure is the same like holding an evaluation with the old system. The lecturer 
gives the student some time to evaluate the course online.  

 
Because the lecturer has contact to the students every week (or at least in regular), the 
motivation is easier to accomplish because he/she can remember the students to do the 
evaluation every week. 
 
Much more critical is the motivation of students for LVA’s where the attendance is not 
obligatory (VO): 
 
- The lecturer point out every lesson that the evaluation should be done online 

This is not a very strong motivation point but the recurrently announcement should 
have some affect. A real advantage for the evaluation of VO is that the students have 
more time to do it. In other words, with the old system there was just one chance to 
take part in the evaluation, if the student missed the lesson, he didn’t have another 
chance. With the online system he can do it until the evaluation is closed. 

 
- If a student wants to take part in the exam he has to make the evaluation 

This is the most restrictive motivation we suggest. When implementing this scenario 
we get an evaluation from every student who participated. In this case the evaluation is 

http://dict.tu-chemnitz.de/dings.cgi?o=3003;style=;iservice=en-de;query=preventive
http://dict.tu-chemnitz.de/dings.cgi?o=3003;style=;iservice=en-de;query=measure
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obligatory. Sure this brings some more work to do for the lecturer or the administrator. 
The registration for an exam will go like this: 
After the registration for the exam has ended the lecturer sends an email to all 
registered students with the note that they can only take part if they did the evaluation. 
The Lecturer can check this out in the evaluation system (viewing the list, and also 
check if there are students which just try to pass an exam once again and didn`t attend 
the lecture).  

 
Looking at the possibilities mentioned above it gets clear that there is a huge need to generate 
more consciousness for the importance of the evaluation system (for both, student and 
lecturer). 
The university has to do a better job to intercede the students that today it is acting like a 
company (some years ago it was more like a school system, financed and controlled by the 
government). The Lecturers are the employees and the management needs to have some 
feedback to evaluate the work of every employee in order to keep just the best of them. 
For the faculty itself the evaluation is a reflection of what the students are interested in. 
 
 
All points mentioned above are coming in mind when think of it in a school fashioned way. 
But as said above, has to grow into a kind of business related company. And in doing so, the 
whole evaluation process has to be a part of the so called portfolio. 
 
- Bonus points for evaluation 
 

If a student wants something from the system, he has better chances if he gives 
feedback to the system. This means every lecturer or exercise teacher can look up in 
the ESCS system how many evaluations the student has done (but they will not see 
which or what the student evaluated). Students who evaluate more should have 
positive effects of it. 

 
- Non-profit marketing 
 
Companies who want to promote their new product do most of the time some kind of 
advertising. Sure, the evaluation is some kind of non-profit value to the students, but there are 
a lot of companies who are pretty successful with promoting their non profit value 
(Greenpeace, Amnesty International). 
 
So we have to look at it in a different way and ask some questions: 
 
- What motives are behind the new evaluation system? 
 
- Which services to us provide to the students? 
 
- are there additional services we can provide? 
 
- What do the students get in return? 
 
- What is the goal of the ESCS application? 
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All the questions above can be summarized with the following sentence: Why should I do the 
evaluation? The students want to know what they get in return if they do evaluation of their 
lectures. This brings as to the point where not everything can be done by the new online 
system and through promotion. The university itself has to create transparent structures where 
students can follow the consequences if a lecturer is failing the evaluation in repeat. In clear 
text this means, there have to be reactions onto the evaluation. Otherwise the best promotion 
will fail because the student does not get a return value for his evaluation. 
Surley all steps taken upon the evaluation results have to be reviewed verz deepely and 
through a professional controlling instance (as done by big companies).    
 
Which types of promotion could be done? 
 

o printing flyers and hand them to the students in front of the campus (additional 
presents (goodies) could be added) 

 
o print posters and place them in front of the Mensa and all over the campus 

 
o put ads into student related papers (e.g.: Uni Press) 

 
o every time a student logs in on a campus computer a messages shows up to 

remind him doing the evaluation 
 

o the dean sends one time per semester an email to all students with the link to 
the homepage   

 
All the promotion mentioned above will cost some money, but the institutes and the university 
in general gets in return a wide range evaluation of its services. And this is not money which 
has to be raised additionally because the current system needs money too. So this money is 
already in the budget. 
 
- Cooperation with companies 

Since the University reform took place in 2000, the Austrian university’s have to 
manage the budge on their own. This results in a stronger need for cooperation’s with 
companies to get extra money for research projects. This cooperation’s can also be 
used for the new evaluation system. Like mentioned above a promotion for doing the 
evaluation can be achieved with handing out so called goodies to the students. The 
cooperation can happen in different ways:  
 

• the companies can promote their products through goodies 
• they can place some advertises into the evaluation process 
• drawing lots from all done evaluations 
• at the end of the evaluation process the student gets a code with which he has the 

chance to win something (sweepstakes, this has to be checked on the companies 
homepage) 

 
From our point of view to much promotion during the evaluation process will have negative 
effects because the student wants to concentrate onto the evaluation itself and not which 
company provides money and which new products are available. 
A soft advertising would be more useful and can easely implemnted by putting the companie 
logo into the evaluation process. 
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Our prefereable promotions would be if companies hand out goodies which promote their 
products and motivates to do the evaluation. And the best promotion would be the 
sweepstakes thing, because there the studend can decide if he wants to use it or not. 
 

3.3.3 Bad Word Check 
 
Because the evaluation forms may also have some questions which can be answered freely 
(comments), and these comments will maybe shown online, it is important that no malicious 
words are saved to the database. 
 

• malicious comments 
 
Therefor we implemented a bad word check which checks a string entered by a student or an 
application user due to malicious words. If a comment has such words the student or user is 
prompted to enter a more neutral text. 
 
The bad word check was implemented as an own class called badword.php. 
Within this class there are several functions to provide the needed functionality. We 
implemented the bad word check by using regular expressions. 
 
A regular expression is a formal language which describes a subsequence of tokens. So for 
this functionality we want a regular expression which finds substrings (the bad words) within 
a string (for example a comment). PHP do have functions which are implementing regular 
expressions (EREG and PREG). For this program we used the function PREG which is 
implementing a total search due to regular expressions within a string. 
With the function preg_match_all(), the search for bad words can be done with two lines of 
code: 
 
$pattern = "/(".implode("[ \.\*\+\~\-\_\:]*", $filter).")/is"; 
preg_match_all($pattern, $text, $matches, PREG_PATTERN_ORDER) 
 
With the first line we create a pattern for the regular expression. There are a lot of search 
options for the regular expression and we will just have a look at the one which were used in 
this example (for further readings have a look at [11]). The command implode, append to 
every word in the $filter array (all bad words from a .txt file), all possible special characters 
and returns the resulting string. For a correct pattern we have to add a leading / and a ( so that 
the function knows that a rule starts here. At the end of the string a trailing “)” is needed, it 
says that the rule ends here. After that we use two optional parameters. The parameter “i” says 
that the search should be done case insensitive and the parameter “s” is used to recognize 
word wraps. 
 
Now we have a regular expression with which the function preg_match_all() can work. This 
function needs a pattern with the search rule (pattern), the string which has to be checked, an 
array to save the result and a flag how to order the results. 
 
This two lines enables the program to notify “clean”- (e.g.: arsch), hidden- (e.g.: klarschnell) 
and crippled bad words (e.g.: a*r*s*c*h). 
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The badword.php  class do not only provide a function which returns true if the text contains 
bad words, it also provides some additional functionality which can be used if necessary: 
 

• getMatches(): 
This function returns all words which were found as malicious words. The 
getMatches() function returns the words in an array. So if you want to display the 
words which were found during the validation of the entered text you can use this 
function. 

  
• filter($text): 

This is another useful function which comes along with the badword class. The 
function takes the entered text, searches in it for malicious words and replaces them 
with a predefined replacement string. At the moment all words which are malicious 
will be replaced with *censored*. You can edit this in the badword.php file if you 
change the $_replacement variable. After all malicious words are replaced the function 
returns the censored text.  

 

3.4 Processing an evaluation 
 
Chapter [3.6.3] is showing the hierarchically structure of our system. 
 
At the top there is one system administrator who is able to create new institute administrators. 
 
The institute administrators are responsible for making evaluations available. There for they 
have to create professors and exercise teachers of the institute so that they can enter the 
system. Then all LVA’s which are offered by the institute have to be added. The ESCS 
system creates a TAN code which makes students able to access the evaluation. 
In the last third of the LVA the lecturer give this TAN code (or one TAN code to every 
student) to his students who are participating in this course. With the TAN code and their 
Matrikelnummer they are able to log into the evaluation system and fill out their evaluation 
for this particular course. For a later extension an interface for an access right check (in 
cooperation with ZID Basisvalidierungsdienst) can be implemented. 
After the login the student can fill out the sheet which will contain, depending on which type 
of course he is evaluating, some questions and add personal comments to it. 
The evaluation will be saved without any personal information. The personal comments have 
to be checked on malicious words and then will be saved into the database. 
The evaluation will be viewable at a central site which can be accessed by everybody. 
After the institute administrator has made the evaluation of a LVA available the associated 
lecturer can make the results viewable or not. He can also make a comment before the 
evaluation of the LVA starts and one after the evaluation has ended. The lecturer can also give 
a comment to every question summary (statistical analyze or all comment entries of the 
students to one question).  
 
All together should make the new evaluation system more expressive. 
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3.5 The evaluation form 
 

3.5.1 What kind of evaluation? 
 
Only when the purpose of evaluation, its focus, reporting and responsibility for action have 
been determined, the method of evaluation can be addressed properly. There is always 
advantage to be gained by using several methods of evaluation and correlating their outcomes. 
In case of an online evaluation platform in kind of the ESCS application an evaluation based 
on a questionnaire is good practice. 
  
This familiar method of seeking feedback from students has the potential advantage of speed 
(in administration), anonymity (of response) and standardization (for purposes of comparison 
between cohorts). It can suffer from poor response rate and validity of outcomes if not 
designed with care (for purpose and focus), and if over-applied (the effect of "questionnaire-
fatigue").  
 

3.5.2 Who should design the questionnaire? 
 
The answer is determined by the purpose of the evaluation, and is, most commonly, the 
person(s) responsible for the delivery of the education under evaluation, but it is good practice 
to seek the views of the intended evaluators of its suitability for the purpose. But there is also 
the need to keep all evaluation results comparable. That means it is necessary that all courses 
with the same type have the same questionnaire. So the design is not just a question for the 
evaluated person but something that has to be discussed primly university wide and in smaller 
scale if needed in the faculties.  
 
Should the questions be designed for response on a rating scale (e.g. a positive statement 
with response on a scale of `agree' to `disagree')? 
Rating scales lend themselves to rapid processing and ease of comparability across 
cohorts/years, but they limit the range of response. They can be designed for automated 
processing using an optical mark reader (OMR), these automata is currently used to process 
the paper-based evaluation forms. If students have ready access to PCs, the whole process of 
administration, response and processing of a questionnaire can be handled on-line like we do 
with the ESCS application. Rating scales are easy to implement and there for a used very 
often within online systems.  
 
Should the questions be designed for freeform response (e.g. "what did you find most 
challenging about ...")? 
Freeform responses allow a more subtle range of responses, and for the raising of issues 
beyond those set out in the questionnaire, but they take longer to complete, longer to process 
and much longer to report (at least for paper-based evaluations). It is good practice for the 
processing and reporting to be done by someone not closely involved with the subject of the 
evaluation (like it is done at the moment). A good compromise is a questionnaire that is 
mainly of rating-scale format (for speed and consistency) with some opportunities for 
freeform response.  
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How long should the questionnaire be? 
In order that the purpose and focus remains clear it is good practice to keep a questionnaire 
short - about 20 questions (based on [21]) would be about right for a rating-scale format, but 
much less if all the questions allow freeform response.  
 
When should it be administered? 
The answer to this depends entirely on the purpose. For example, evaluation after the end of a 
module (course) gives a more complete picture, but too late for that cohort to benefit from the 
information - evaluation part-way through the module, or after individual classes, gives an 
incomplete picture, but would enable some adjustment of the remainder of the module to 
benefit that cohort. The purpose and focus also determine the best frequency of 
administration, but it is unwise to overload to the extent that questionnaire fatigue sets in. It is 
good practice for a department to have a planned schedule of evaluation, with higher 
frequency of evaluation where there is cause for concern, and lower frequency where 
evaluation gives stable positive outcomes. 
 

3.5.3 One for all or? 
 
As said before the courses are divided into different types. At the moment there are five 
different types of courses: 
 

• VO 
• UE 
• VU 
• PR 
• SE 

 
All of those course types mentioned above have a different purpose and style of teaching. As 
a matter of fact there should be at least two different types of evaluation forms. One form for 
courses where the attendance of the student is not obligatory and one for those courses where 
the student must attend in regular (for the university of Innsbruck the student can fail to attend 
a maximum of two units). 
 
To provide an expressive picture of a course and the influence of the teaching character there 
must be different forms for every course type. Within the ESCS system there are different 
(slightly different for those course types with similar teaching character) evaluation forms for 
every course type. The buildup of the forms is closely leaned to the evaluation forms of the 
university Graz, mainly because they made a psychological study [24] how such forms should 
be build. Another more complete index of different evaluation forms can be found under [19]. 
Both the American- and Great Britain-universities are more than one step further evaluation 
wise because they used this tool for a long time now. 
Especially on American university the evaluation process is a big part of the teaching, but this 
is because studying overseas costs the student a lot of money and there for the students expect 
a high teaching level (in Austria the majority of the costs are paid with public money). 
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3.6 Software Design 
 

3.6.1 Rolls 
 
In our system the following rolls will be occurring: 
 

- system administrator (Sys_Administrator, SA) 
The system administrator has access to all functionalities and can administer all 
faculties. There can be multiple system administrators within the system. 
 

- institute administrator (Administrator, A) 
The institute administrator manages all evaluations and users for a specific institute. 
For all faculties within the system there should be at least one administrator per 
institute to guarantee an as good as possible service due to up-to-dateness. 
  

- professor (Lecturer, L) 
The roll lecturer has restricted functionality for all courses where he is registered as 
the LVA head. He has the credential to comment all entries of the evaluation form if 
he likes to. 
 

- exercise teacher (Exercise Teacher, E) 
An exercise teacher has the same rights (functionality) as a lecturer. 
  

- student (Student, ST) 
The roll student is not directly used within the ESCS application. This roll is assigned 
to a user if he successfully logs into the evaluation process for a course. After the 
evaluation is finished this credential is removed automatically.  
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3.6.2 Evaluation states 
 
The central point of the online evaluation platform ESCS is the evaluation of a specific LVA.  
For the evaluation process we defined six states which can be reached. 
 

 
Figure 5: State diagram for an evaluation 

 
 
As the figure above shows, the sequence of an evaluation must not be straight forward, but 
first we will shortly describe the single states: 
 

• State 0 
When the system administrator or institute administrator creates a LVA evaluation this 
will be saved in the database with the state 0. This means that the evaluation was 
created and an evaluation form has been assigned but the assigned lecturer or exercise 
teacher didn’t enter any further information’s about the course actually. This state 
allows editing the specifications for the evaluation. If the start date of the evaluation is 
reached, the state automatically switches to state 2. 
 

• State 1 
This states means that the assigned LVA head has entered some further information 
for this course and defined the TAN code configuration. In this state the editing of 
evaluation configurations is still allowed. When the start date is reached the evaluation 
will automatically switch to state 2. 
 
 

End of evaluation 

Begin of evaluation 
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• State 2 
If an evaluation has state 2 this means that it is currently available for evaluation. 
While this state just the current results for this evaluation can be displayed (for the 
administrators and the LVA head). After the end date of the evaluation is reached the 
evaluation automatically switches to state 3. 
 

• State 3 
State 3 means that the evaluation is finished and the results are available. The 
administrators can notify the LVA head about this and prompt him to enter closing 
comments. If a further evaluation is needed the LVA can be reset to state 2 again if the 
end date is edited. 
 

• State 4 
If the LVA head has entered his closing comments and the averagely attendance of 
students the evaluation switches to this state. This means that the lecturer has 
confirmed the results and has chosen if he wants the results to be published or not. 
From here it is possible to back switch to state 2 (extend evaluation time) and 3 (edit 
closing comments). 
 

• State 5 
This is the final state of an evaluation. If this state is reached the evaluation results 
have been archived and now can be accessed by everybody (they are published if the 
lecurere hasn´t declined it). Now the evaluation itself can be deleted from the system, 
but the results remain in the database. Again it is possible if any error was found to 
reset the state to an earlier one to edit them. 
 

At this stage of system development, there is no possibility to let students change their 
evaluation sheets after they submitted them. 
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3.6.3 Use Cases 
 

3.6.3.1 Use Case diagram 
 

 
Figure 6: Use Case Diagram 

A 

SA 

L 

ET 

ST 
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3.6.3.2 Use Case description 
 
The following boxes give a description of each use case appearing in the system: 
 

initiator system administrator

precondition must be logged in as system administrator

sequence in menu, "New User" have to be choosen, add Administrator Roll

Use Case: create institute administrator

 
 
 

initiator SA, A

precondition user must be logged in

sequence in menu, "new User" have to be choosen, add lecturer roll

Use Case: create professor account

 
 

initiator SA, A

precondition user must be logged in

sequence in menu, "New User" have to be choosen, add exercise teacher

Use Case: create exercise teacher account

 
 

initiator SA, A

precondition user must be logged in, lecturer already in system

sequence choose in menu "create evaluation", fill out required fields,
assign lecturer to evaluation, TAN code is send to lecturer

Use Case: create LVA evaluation

 
 

initiator SA

precondition user must be logged in

sequence choose "save form", fill out form data, save

Use Case: create evaluation form

 
 

initiator SA

precondition user must be logged in

sequence choose "edit form", select form, edit form, save

Use Case: edit evaluation form

 
 

initiator system and institute administrator, professor, exercise teacher

precondition user on start page

sequence fill in username and passwort, submit

Use Case: login
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initiator all users

precondition go to start page

sequence on startpage select institute, choose course, result will be displayed

Use Case: view evaluation statistic

 
 

initiator L, ET

precondition logged in as L or ET

sequence in menu choose "account edit"

Use Case: edit account

 
 

initiator L, ET

precondition logged in as L or ET, existing LVA evaluation

sequence select LVA evaluation entry, press on "comment" button 

Use Case: comment evaluation entry

 
 

initiator student

precondition vaild TAN code and matriculmnumber

sequence go to start page, enter required fields, submit

Use Case: check authorization

 
 

initiator student

precondition passed authorization check

sequence fill out the evaluation formular, submit

Use Case: evaluation
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3.6.4 Invariants 
 

- A student can only evaluate a LVA once 
 

- the professor can give one comment to every question in the evaluation summary 
 

- the professor can give one comment at the start of the semester 
 

- the professor can give one closing comment at the end of the semester 
 

- a roll can only be created by a system administrator 
 

- forms and all necessary questions and answers can only be created, deleted and edited 
by a system administrator 
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3.6.5 Database schema 
 

 
 
Figure 7: This is the database schema for the ESCS application 
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Figure [7] shows the database schema the online evaluation platform ESCS is using. The 
database is structured into five areas which come into being from the main functionalities 
provided in the application: 
 

• Formular: 
This area contains three tables which are strongly linked with foreign key constrains. 
These three tables are storing the information’s for the forms used in the system. 
A form is saved like this: There is one entry with the name of the form in the table 
formular. Then there are one or more questions which are referring to the specific form 
in the table question. Every question in the question table refers to an answer in the 
answer table. The answer entry contains the name and the answer possibilities. 
   

• Session: 
These two tables in this area store the information’s about the evaluations of a user. 
This means if a user evaluates a course it is saved (in the session table) that he has 
done it but not which values he entered. The table count_evaluation stores for every 
matriculum number how often he has evaluated in this system. 
 

• Evaluation: 
The tables in this area store the data to provide the functionalities for the evaluation 
process and the result archive. In table lva all information according to a specific LVA 
is saved (form type, head, institute...). The evaluation results will be saved in the two 
table’s evaluation_comments and evaluation_answers. When the evaluation is finished 
and the results are archived this will be saved in the table archives. 
 

• Faculty: 
Here the faculties and the according institutes are saved. Table faculty saves all 
faculties registered in the system. The table course saves the institutes and to which 
faculty they are assigned. 
 

• User: 
This area saves data for the users and the right management. In the table user all 
information’s about a specific user is stored (name, username…). The table roll saves 
all available rolls for the ESCS application and the table system_rolls assigns a roll to 
a user (a user can also have multiple rolls in multiple institutes). 
 

The database is defined in with the schema.xml file which can be found in the escs/config/ 
directory. With this file Symfony creates the database via propel and pear and creates the PHP 
object upon this model. 
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3.6.6 System Environment 
 
The implementation and testing of the online evaluation platform ESCS was done on two 
laptop computers with the following system environment: 
 

• Operating system: Windows XP (with SP2) 
• Browser: Explorer (Version: 6.0.2), Firefox (Version: 1.5.0.3), Opera (Version: 8.54) 
• Server: Apache 2 
• Database: MySQL (Version: 5.0.18-nt) 
• Scripting Language: PHP 5, JavaScript 
• PHP Framework: Symfony 

 
As a configuration assistant for Apache, MySql und PHP we used xampp [25] which is 
available in version 1.5.3 but we used the stable release 1.5.2. 
 
To start the ESCS application the framework has to know where to find the data and in which 
directories. There for we had to create an alias on the server which looks as follows: 
 
<VirtualHost *:80> 
  ServerName www.escs.com 
  DocumentRoot "C:/Program Files/xampp/htdocs/escs/web" 
  DirectoryIndex index.php 
  Alias /sf "C:/Program Files/xampp/htdocs/escs/data/symfony/web/sf" 
  <Directory "C:/Program Files/xampp/htdocs/escs/web"> 
  AllowOverride All 
  </Directory> 
</VirtualHost>  
 
The testing of the system was done by hand and the test protocol is provided on the 
application CD in the file documents/testprotocol.xls. 
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3.7 Implementation 
 

3.7.1 MVC 
 
Symfony relies on the best practices of web development, and especially on the MVC model 
(Model/View/Controller). This chapter describes the general functioning of the symfony 
framework and the paradigm it relies on. 
 

• the Model represents the information on which the application operates (database) 
• the View renders the model into a web page suitable for interaction with the user 

(GUI) 
• the Controller responds to user actions, and invokes changes on the model or view as 

appropriate (algorithm, business logic) 
 
The Controller of a symfony based application is separated in two parts. The starting point for 
every symfony project is the front controller. From this central point all other implemented 
actions (framework specific actions and application specific ones) can be called. Each action 
knows how to handle a specific kind of request. 
 
The View is separated into three parts: layouts, templates and slots - all those are PHP files 
that have access to the content defined in the Action. 
 
The Model offers an abstraction layer to databases (this is propel [6] based) and useful 
information about the session and the requests (see also [3.7.4]). 
This model helps to work separately on the business logic (Model) and on the presentation 
(View). This could be very helpful in case of changing environments (normal browsers, 
handhelds). In this case just the view has to be adapted, the controller and the model still are 
working fine. The Controller in case can hide details for a request (example: protocol 
specifics for HTTP) from the Model and the View. If there a changing data storage 
environments (different types of databases) this is handled by the Model of the application. It 
makes the View and the Controller independent of it because the business logic is still the 
same.   
 
To make things clear, let's see how the symfony implementation of the MVC architecture 
works for this application. There for we take a look what happens when the user views a 
currently online evaluation to see the actual statistics: 
 
First the user has to be logged in and must be in the lva module. There he can see all courses 
he is assigned to or has an administrative roll. In this case on the right side there is a link 
looking like this . When the user clicks onto the linked image, the function executeShow() is 
called. Here we left the view (in this case the template indexSuccess.php) and the controller 
takes action. The controller is now the function executeShow() which checks the credential of 
the user which wants to perform the action. If this security control is passed successfully the 
controller fetches the form from the model. 
Symfony as the framework is working together with propel which is an ORM management 
system which provides easy access to the database based on the PHP5 objects used in the 
controller. During the communication with the database an error may occur. If this is the case 
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an error will be created which leads to a return to the index site where the error information 
will be displayed. 
Otherwise the controller delivers the gathered information to the template showSuccess.php 
which starts to build the page to view. While the template processes through the data it has 
received it has to call the controller again because the application has to do some statistical 
calculation which again is placed in the controller. After the function statQuestion() has 
calculated the mean, deviation and total votes for a specific question of a form, it returns the 
information to the template. The view can now finish the build of the view and display it. 
 

 
Figure 8: The sequence diagram for the preview of a form 
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3.7.2 Data structure 
 
Introduction 
 
All web projects generally share the same architectural needs: 
 

• database  
• Static files (HTML, images, javascripts, stylesheets, etc.)  
• files uploaded by the site users and administrators  
• PHP classes and libraries  
• foreign libraries  
• batch files  
• logs files  
• configuration files  
 

For any symfony project, it is recommended to follow the default tree structure: 
 
Application tree structure 
 

 
Figure 9: The application tree structure 

 
This tree structure is the same for all applications and will be created automatically for every 
initialization of a project, application or module. 
 
In the config directory there are some configuration files which make the basic settings for an 
application. This is where most of the application configuration is, apart from the default 
parameters that can be found in the framework itself. These default parameters can still be 
overridden here if needed. You can find more about application configuration in [12]. 
 
Within the i18n directory there are all files used for the internationalization of the application. 
These files can be in the XLIFF or in the GetText format. There is also the possibility to do 
the internationalization with a database. In this case the i18n directory can be bypassed. For 
the ESCS application we used the XLIFF format (see also [3.7.5]) 
 
The lib directory contains classes and libraries that are specific to the application. For the 
ESCS application we placed the self made validators into this directory because in this case 
they are preloaded and can be used in every module (for the using of validators see also 
[3.7.6]) 
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The modules directory stores all the modules that contain the features of the application. For a 
better navigation through all the files we tried do build logical units for all functionalities (see 
[0]) 
 
The templates directory lists the global templates of the application, the ones that are shared 
for all modules. After creation of a new application this directory contains three files: 

- layout.php, which is the main layout in which the module templates are inserted 
- error.php file, used to output errors on a web request 
- error.txt file used to output errors when the application is called without a web 

browser (for instance during unit tests) 
 
For the ESCS application we redirected the error displaying to modules/error, there the 
template and the text which such be displayed is defined. So the default error page only takes 
effect if the application could not be started correctly. Other global templates are to be added 
here. 
 
 
Module tree structure 
 
As seen above the ESCS application has fourteen modules. Each module has its own 
subdirectory in the modules directory, and the name of this directory is chosen freely by the 
programmer. 
This is the typical tree structure of a module: 
 

 
Figure 10: The module tree structure 

 
The actions directory generally contains a single class named actions.class.php, in which you 
can store all the actions of the module. For the ESCS application we put all functions into the 
action.class.php. It is also possible to put different actions of a module into separate files (they 
must extend the class sfAction). 
 
The config directory can contain custom configuration files with local parameters for the 
module. For this application the security settings (one security.yml file for every module) are 
put into this module (for more information about the security topic see [3.7.4]). 
 
The lib directory contains classes and libraries specific to the module. Within the ESCS 
modules we didn’t need this directory. 
 
The templates directory contains the templates corresponding to the actions of the module. A 
default template is created during module setup, called indexSuccess.php. The  
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Naming convention for action corresponding actions is to use the function name extended by 
the word success. For example if a function is called view, and this function should show a 
new form (template), the template name must be viewSuccess.php. 
  
And the validate directory is dedicated to configuration files used for form validation. As 
explained under [3.7.6] the application uses the server side validation in every module. For a 
validation a *.yml file has to be created. The *.yml file must have the name of the submit tag. 
If the submit tag for the creation of a new user is for example “create”, then there has to be a 
create.yml file in the validate directory. How the validation of symfony can be used is 
explained at [3.7.6].  
 
Web tree structure 
 
There are very few constraints for the web directory, but following a few basic naming 
conventions will provide default behaviors and useful shortcuts in the templates. 
Conventionally, we distributed the static files in the following directories: 
 

 
Figure 11: The web tree structure 

 
• css/: stylesheets with a .css extension 

For the CSS file of the ESCS project, namely the main.css takes a look at [3.7.7]. 
 

• js/: javascripts with a .js extension  
In this directory all javascripts which are needed by the ESCS application are stored. 
There are four scripts: 
 
- sure.js: asks the user if he really wants to delete an object from the database 
- picture.js: changes the picture if the picture is clicked 
- out.js: open/closes a comment block 
- sub.js: checks if a number is entered a calculates the TAN numbers 
 
 

• /images/: images with a .jpg, .png or .gif format  
In the image directory all pictures are stored which are displayed in the project. 
 

• /images/icons/: all icons used in the project 
In this directory all icons are stored which are used as links. 
 

• /images/buttons/: all buttons used in this project 
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This directory contains the status buttons which view the current status of a LVA 
evaluation. 
 

3.7.2.1 The ESCS modules 
 

 
Figure 12: The ESCS modules 

 
The ESCS application is divided in fourteen modules. Every module has at least two folders 
(actions, templates) and a maximum of four folders (additional to the previous two folders: 
config, validation). 
 
- Module answer 

The first module in the ESCS application provides the functionalities and pages to 
create, edit and delete answers. 
 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 

 
- Module archives 
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In the archives module the functionalities for the public area of displaying evaluation 
results are implemented: 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  showSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 

 
- Module course 

 The course module in the ESCS application provides the functionalities and pages to 
create, edit and delete institutes and faculties. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 

createFacultySuccess.php 
  editFacultySuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 
  saveFaculty.yml 
  updateFaculty.yml 

 
- Module error 

Within the course module the error pages are defined (for example for a 404 error). 
 

/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  secureSuccess.php 
  errorSuccess.php 

 
- Module escs_module 

This is the module which will be accessed first. It contains the index page and the info 
page. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
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/templates: 
  infoSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 

 
- Module formular 

The formular module in the ESCS application provides the functionalities and pages to 
create, edit and delete forms. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
  showSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 

 
- Module language 
 This module sets the languages. 
 

/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 

 
- Module login: 

This module does the validation of the login data and displays the login mask. 
 

/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  loginSuccess.php 
  chooseSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  validation.yml 

 
- Module lva: 
 The lva module is implementing the evaluation process. 
 

/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
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  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 

index2.php 
showSuccess.php 
startCommentSuccess.php 
editStartCommentSuccess.php 
endCommentSuccess.php 
tanSuccess.php 

/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 

confirm.yml 
check2.yml 
check3.yml 

 
- Module question 

The question module in the ESCS application provides the functionalities and pages to 
create, edit and delete questions. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 
 

- Module roll 
This module implements the creation of rolls. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
 

- Module session: 
This module implements the session functionalities. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
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/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  evaluationSuccess.php 
  loginSuccess.php 
  endSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  check.yml 

 
- Module user 

The user module in the ESCS application provides the functionalities and pages to 
create, edit and delete users. 

 
/actions: 
  action.class.php 
/config: 
  security.yml 
/templates: 
  createSuccess.php 
  editSuccess.php 

edit2Success.php 
  indexSuccess.php 
  pwdSuccess.php 
  pwd2Success.php 
  searchSuccess.php 
  searchresultSuccess.php 
/validate: 
  save.yml 
  update.yml 
  update2.yml 
  change_pwd.yml 
  change_pwd2.yml 
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3.7.3 Front controller 
 
Our decision to use a PHP framework was mostly based on the wish to have one single entry 
point to the application. Another important thing was that we wanted to implement a front 
controller which calls the needed functions and displays the resulting templates automatically.  
The default front controller is called index.php and is located in the escs/web/ directory, and is 
a simple PHP file: 
 
<?php 
 
define('SF_ROOT_DIR',    realpath(dirname(__FILE__).'/..')); 
define('SF_APP',         'escs_app'); 
define('SF_ENVIRONMENT', 'prod'); 
define('SF_DEBUG',       false); 
 
require_once(SF_ROOT_DIR.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.'apps'.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.SF_
APP.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.'config'.DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR.'config.php'); 
 
sfContext::getInstance()->getController()->dispatch(); 
 
?> 
 
There is one front controller by environment. As a matter of fact, it is the very existence of a 
front controller that defines an environment. The name of the environment is set in the 
SF_ENVIRONMENT constant, after setting the root path of the application and its name. 
The front controller requires the code of the config.php file, and this file includes all the 
necessary compiled configuration to allow symfony to run. 
 
The call to the ->dispatch() method of the Controller object does several things: 

• it determines the action to execute 
• if the action does not exist, it redirects to the 404 error page (/modules/error) 
• it activates any filters for the request (for instance if the request needs authentication) 
• it then executes the selected action 

 
After the front controller is started, the layout.php file is executed which is the container 
where all later called templates are inserted. For the ESCS application this container looks 
like this: 

 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-xhtml1-200000126/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en"> 

<head> 
<?php echo include_http_metas() ?> 
<?php echo include_metas() ?> 
<?php echo include_title() ?> 
<?php echo include_stylesheets() ?> 
<?php echo include_javascripts() ?> 

</head> 
 

<body> 
<div class="container"> 

     <div class="title"> 
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  <h1 align="center"><?php echo link_to(image_tag('logo.jpg'),   
'escs_module/index') ?></h1> 

     </div> 
     <div class="navigation_r"> 

    <?php echo     
link_to(image_tag('flag/usa.png'),'language/EN')?>&nbsp;|&nbsp; 
    <?php echo 
link_to(image_tag('flag/germany.png'),'language/DE')?>&nbsp;|&nbsp; 
    <?php echo 
link_to(image_tag('flag/italy.png'),'language/IT');echo "\n"?> 

     </div> 
 
      <?php echo $content ?> 
   
      </div> 
 
      </body> 

   </html> 
 
The layout.php starts includes the css style sheet (main.css) and the javascripts which are 
needed and then displays the main banner und the links to the different languages. At the end 
of the file the variable $content is the one which is important for the front controller. The 
front controller executes an action and after that saves the resulting template to the $content 
variable. As a matter of fact the view changes every time the front controller takes action. 
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3.7.4 Security 
 
Symfony offers simple mechanisms to identify a user manage his credentials and restrict 
access to certain parts of the ESCS applications to authenticated users with certain credentials 
only. 
 
Information about the current user and his/her session can be found in the sfUser object. 
Getting access to this object and its methods differs whether you are in an action: 
 
$this->getUser(); 
 
or if you are in a template: 
 
$sf_user 
 
The sfUser class owns a few default attributes used by symfony to deal with classical user 
session interactions: 
 

• culture holds the user Culture (language and country; this is needed for 
internationalization, see also [3.7.5]) 

 
• authentication attributes (for example credentials or additional parameters for a user) 

 
In addition, the sfUser class owns a parameter holder in which you can store custom 
attributes. These parameter holder can be accessed through the functions: setPreviousParam() 
or getPreviousParam(). Within the ESCS system this parameter holder is used to store often 
required information’s so that they are available at any time and don’t always have to be 
fetched from the database. For example often used parameters are: the current lva_id, the 
institute of a user, the username… 
 

3.7.4.1 User identification 
 
The authenticated status of the user is set by the setAuthenticated() method of a 
sfUser/myUser object. For the ESCS project we used this function for the login and logout 
action. Here a code example of the login module: 
 
public function executeValidation(){ 

$this->user = $this->getUserOrCreate(); 
   // check if the user exists 
 $c = new Criteria(); 
 $c->add(UserPeer::USERNAME, $this->getRequestParameter('username')); 
 $user=UserPeer::doSelectOne($c); 
 if ($user): 
  // check if the password is correct 
  if (md5($this->getRequestParameter('password')) ==  

$user->getUserPassword()): 
   $c = new Criteria(); 
   $c->add(RollPeer::NAME, $this 

->getRequestParameter('roll')); 
   $roll=RollPeer::doSelectOne($c); 
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   $c = new Criteria(); 
   $c->add(System_RollPeer::USER_ID,$user->getId()); 
   $c->add(System_RollPeer::ROLL_ID, $roll->getId()); 
   $cred = System_RollPeer::doSelectOne($c); 
   if($cred): 
    $this->getContext()->getUser() 

->setAuthenticated(true);    
 $this->getContext()->getUser() 

->addCredential($roll->getName()); 
… 

 
The example shows how the authentication is set after the login data is validated. After the 
user is authenticated (setAuthenticated(true)), he/she gets the credentials regarding to the roll 
which is saved in the database. The ESCS application has different credentials for every roll 
which is defined under [3.6.1]. 
 
 

3.7.4.2 User credentials 
 
For authenticated users, symfony provides an array of credentials in the sfUser class that can 
be set via simple access methods has, add, remove and clear. Each credential can have any 
value. For the ESCS application the values are the rolls defined in [3.6.1]. 
 
$user = $this->getUser(); 
// add a credential 
$user->addCredential($credential); 
// add several credentials at once 
$user->addCredentials($credential1, $credential2); 
// check if the user has a credential 
$user->hasCredential($credential)  // return true or false 
// remove a credential 
$user->removeCredential($credential); 
// remove all credentials 
$user->clearCredential(); 
 
The credentials and the resulting menu for the ESCS system are defined in 
/lib/myUser.class.php. 
For example we take a look how the navigation menu for a lecturer/exercise teacher is 
created: 
 
$this->user->addCredential($roll->getName(); 
 
elseif ($credentials == "Lecturer" || $current_cred == "Excercise 
Teacher"): 
 switch ($module): 
  case 'login':  

$menu = array('Logout'=> 'login/logout','Account 
Edit'=>'user/edit2','ViewEvaluation'=>'lva/index2'); 
break; 

  case 'evaluation': 
$menu = array('Logout'=> 'login/logout'); 

      break; 
  case 'lva': 

$menu = array('Logout'=> 'login/logout','Confirm Lva 
Evaluation'=> 'lva/confirm', 'Back'=>'login/index'); 
break; 
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endswitch; 
endif; 
 
This code not only generates one menu per credential, but it creates one menu per credential 
and module. Because of that the system doesn’t have to check within the template which 
menu has to be displayed, this information comes with the user who calls the function within 
a module. 
 
 

3.7.4.3 Access restriction 
 
Now that the user can be authenticated and given credentials, symfony offers the possibility to 
restrict access to some of the actions or grant access only to a subset of users. 
This is done with the security.yml module configuration file. This file can be found in the 
escs/apps/escs_app/modules/mymodule/config/. 
For example, in the user module all actions should be restricted to users with the credentials 
‘Sys_Adminstrator’ or ‘Adminstrator’. The exception should be the edit action, because every 
user can edit his personal information’s. The security.yml file for the user module in the 
directory escs/apps/escs_app/modules/user/config/ will have to look like: 
 
edit: 
  is_secure: off 
all: 
  is_secure: on 
  credentials: [Sys_Administrator, Administrator] 
 
The security settings are not only to be made in every module but also in the config directory 
of the application (escs/apps/escs_app/config/). This default security setting will take affect, if 
no security.yml file could be found for a module. For the ESCS system we defined the default 
security file as follow: 
 
default: 
  is_secure: off 
 
 
What happens when a user tries to access a restricted action depends on his credentials: 
 

• If the user is identified and has the proper credentials, the action will be executed 
 
In case of the ESCS application, after the login, the user has just a limited set of action 
available (regarding to the roll the user has). So this results in a restricted system but it’s 
possible that a user enters the correct URL to an action of a module. If this happens two 
different actions will take place: 
 
• If the user is not identified, he/she will be redirected to the default login action 

(login/login). You can configure this action in the 
escs/apps/escs_app/config/settings.yml file. 

 
• If the user is identified but doesn't have the proper credentials, he/she will be 

redirected to the default secure action (error/secure). You can configure this action in 
the escs/apps/escs_app/config/settings.yml file. 
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3.7.4.4 Security settings for the ESCS modules: 
 
- Module answer: 
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all x    
 

All actions of this module are restricted to users with credential ‘Sys_Administrator’. 
This is because of the invariant that a form can only be created and edited by the 
system administrator. 

 
- Module archives: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
 

The actions in the archives module are not secure because this is the public part of the 
application. Here all archived LVA evaluations can be accessed by everybody. 
Because the security is set on off, nobody has to be authenticated to access the 
templates and functions of this module. 

 
- Module count_evaluation: 
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all x x x x 
 
The functions of this module provide the counting of done evaluations by a student. 
This functionality can be accessed by all rolls. 

 
- Module course: 
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credential 
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all x    
 

 All actions of this module are restricted to users with credential ‘Sys_Administrator’. 
This is because of the invariant that a faculty/institute can only be created, deleted and 
edited by the system administrator. 

 
- Module error: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
 

Within this module there are the templates that will be shown if HTML errors (404, 
401) occur. These templates have to be public (so security is set to off). 
 

- Module escs_module: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
 

The indexSuccess.php of this module is the central access point. That is why the 
module can be accessed by everybody. For the info template the settings have to be the 
same because there the information’s about the application can be viewed.  

 
- Module formular: 
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all x    
 

All actions of this module are restricted to users with credential ‘Sys_Administrator’. 
This is because of the invariant that a form can only be created and edited by the 
system administrator. 

 
- Module language: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
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This module provides the functions to change the language in which the application is 
displayed. The whole application is i18n ready and has three languages available 
(more on this here [3.7.5]). All users can change the language where ever they want.  

 
- Module login: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
 

The actions of this module can be executed by every user. This module and all its 
actions can be reached without an authentication. Here the system checks the login 
data and then authenticates a user and gives him the associated credentials. 
 

- Module lva: 
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preExecute x x x x 
postExecute x x x x 
handleError x X x x 
getEvaluation_CommentsOrCreate x x x x 
index x x x x 
tan x x x x 
show x x x x 
index2   x x 
startComment   x x 
Check2   x x 
saveStartComment   x x 
editStartComment   x x 
check3   x x 
updateStartComment   x x 
endComment   x x 
comment   x x 
confirm   x x 
create x x   
check x x   
save x x   
edit x x   
check1 x x   
update x x   
archive x x   
delete x x   
getLvaOrCreate x x   
getArchivesOrCreate x x   
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The module lva is the one with the most functions and templates within the 
application. As a matter of fact the security.yml is also the most complex one. Because 
the main goal of the system is to work with LVA evaluations all users are using this 
module. It is the central staring point after a user did log into the application. As we 
can see there are functions all users can access, these are the ones who provide the 
basic functionality. The other functions are secured for those rolls who should work 
with it.   
 

- Module question: 
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all x    
 

All actions of this module are restricted to users with credential ‘Sys_Administrator’. 
This is because of the invariant that a form can only be created and edited by the 
system administrator. 
 

- Module roll: 
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all x    
 

All actions of this module are restricted to users with credential ‘Sys_Administrator’. 
This is because of the invariant that a roll can only be created by the system 
administrator. 

 
- Module session: 
 

all: 
     is_secure: off 
 

The actions of this module can be executed by every user. This module and all its 
actions can be reached without an authentication. The session Module is the login 
mask for the evaluation process. As a matter of fact this module must be reached by 
everybody. 

 
- Module user: 
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credential 
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preExecute x x x x 
postExecute x x x x 
handleError x x x x 
executeEdit2   x x 
executeUpdate2   x x 
executePwd2   x x 
executeChangePwd2   x x 
all x x   
 

The security setting for the module user is a little more complex because all rolls do 
have access to at least subsets of action in this module. In the security.yml file for 
module user there are three different access defined. The first three actions can be 
accessed by any user (these are actions for the navigation), the next four one are 
actions which are designed for users with the credential ‘lecture’ or ‘exercise teacher’. 
And the last setting says, all other actions are restricted for credentials 
‘Sys_Administrator’ and ‘Administrator’. 

 

3.7.4.5 Session expiration 
 
Session expiration occurs automatically after sf_timeout seconds. This constant is of 30 
minutes in the ESCS application and can be modified if needed in the 
escs/apps/escs_app/config/settings.yml configuration file: 
 

default: 
.settings: 
timeout: 1800 

 
While session expiration time is not reached, the user keeps his credentials through all 
modules. The user looses his credentials if he logs out of the system, closes the browser or if 
the timeout mark is reached. 
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3.7.5 Internationalization 
 
As the writers of this document are from different countries, the topic internationalization was 
right from the startup in our minds. Another fact is that in the WS 2005 students from 88 
different countries were inscribed to the University of Innsbruck. 
 
That’s why we decided early to implement a fully i18n compatible application. Symfony, as 
the framework on which the application is based, already implemented an internationalization 
when we started to work with it (in version 0.6 released on January 23rd). But an automated 
text extraction out of the source code was missing. So we started to implement one on our 
own, but more on that topic later. For now we will start from the beginning.  
 

3.7.5.1 Introduction 
 
The internationalization (i18n) of an application covers three aspects: 

• Standards and formats (dates, amounts, numbers, etc.). 
• text information contained in the database 
• text translation (interface and content) 

 
As we will see, Symfony brings a solution to each of these issues. 
 

3.7.5.2 User culture 
 
The sfUser class, as we showed in [3.7.4] is not only designed to handle the user sessions. It 
has also an implementation to assign a culture to a user. The assignment is done via a getter 
and a setter method and defines which language is set and from which country the user is. 
These attributes are called culture and are set within the sfUser class. 
Here is an example of their use in an action: 
 
$this->getUser()->getCulture(); // gets the current culture of a user 
 
$this->getUser()->setCulture('en_US'); // set the culture of a user 
 
This culture is persistent between pages because it is serialized in the user session. 
Keeping both the language and the country in the culture is necessary because you may have a 
different French translation for users from France, Belgium or Canada, and a different 
Spanish translation for users from Spain or Mexico. 
 
The language is coded in two lower-case characters, according to the ISO 639-1 norm (for 
instance en for English, for the complete list see [16]). 
The country is coded in two upper-case characters, according to the ISO 3166-1 norm (for 
instance GB for Great-Britain, for the complete list see [17]). 
By default, any new user will take the culture set in the default_culture configuration 
parameter. You can change it in the i18n.yml configuration file which is located in 
escs/apps/escs_app/i18n/ and look like this for the ESCS application: 
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default: 
  default_culture: en 

 
All the culture-dependent contents are displayed transparently according to the current user 
culture. 
 

3.7.5.3 Database translation 
 
As said before we implemented the i18n translation via an interface because we may have to 
handle huge loads of translations and user queries and we wanted to implemented a stable 
database connection. But if for a later refactoring a database translation is required we want to 
take a short look how to manage this. 
 
For each table that contains some i18n data, it is recommended to split the table in two parts: 
one table with no i18n column, and the other one with only the i18n columns. This setup lets 
you add more languages when needed without a change to your model what is required if you 
want to have an i18n system. Let's take an example if we want to have multilingual buttons. 
First, create tables in the schema.xml file: 
 
<table name="my_buttons" phpName="Buttons" isI18N="true" 
i18nTable="my_buttons_i18n"> 
  <column name="id" type="integer" required="true" primaryKey="true" 
autoincrement="true" /> 
  <column name="button_name" type="varchar" /> 
</table> 
  
<table name="my_button_i18n" phpName="ProductI18n"> 
  <column name="id" type="integer" required="true" primaryKey="true" /> 
    <foreign-key foreignTable="my_button"> 
     <reference local="id" foreign="id"/> 
    </foreign-key> 
  <column name="culture" isCulture="true" type="varchar" size="7" 
required="true" primaryKey="true" /> 
  <column name="name" type="varchar" size="50" /> 
</table> 
 
Notice the isI18N and i18nTable attributes of the table tag, and the special culture column. 
Also, the _i18n suffix of the second table is a convention that automates many data access 
mechanisms. All these are symfony specific Propel enhancements. 
 
$button->setCulture('de'); 
$button->setName('Speichern'); 
$button->save(); 
  
$button->setCulture('en'); 
$button->setName('save'); 
$button->save(); 
  
Now if you lay the name of the button onto a HTML button and you change the culture with 
the function setCulture, you will either see on the button “save” if the culture is en or 
“Speichern” if the culture is de.  
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3.7.5.4 Interface translation 
 
Now to the implementation how we used it in the ESCS application. The usage is a much 
more familiar one because you don’t have to load the output text from the database. With the 
interface translation you can code without fetching data from a database. Symfony stores the 
user interface translations in XML configuration files in the standard XLIFF format which 
look like this:  
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<xliff version="1.0"> 
  <file orginal="global" source-language="en" datatype="plaintext"> 
    <body> 
      <trans-unit id="1"> 
        <source>Hello world!</source> 
        <target>Hallo Welt!</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
    </body> 
  </file> 
</xliff> 
 
This file would translate the English source language to the German translation if a file named 
messages.de.xml is placed in the escs/apps/escs_app/i18n/ folder. 
If additional translations need to be done, simply add a new messages.XX.xml translation file 
where XX stands for the language code in lower case letters (see also [16]). 
 
Now we take a closer look to how the internationalization was implemented in the ESCS 
application. There for we will take a look to a piece of the index site of the application. 
We want to have the website in English, German and Italian, with English being the default 
language. The index page is supposed to display the phrase 'Welcome to ESCS', some 
additional text and a link to the evaluation login. 
For this to work you need to: 
 

• Activate the I18N helper by adding ,I18N to standard_helpers: in the settings.yml file 
(under /escs/apps/escs_app/config/): 

 
.settings: 
  standard_helpers:       [Partial, Cache, Form, I18N] 
 
Alternatively, you can put <?php use_helper('I18N')?> at the top of the  
file where you want to use internationalisation. We had to add this code to the action 
handlers (all action.class.php) because we through errors there which also should be 
displayed in the current language: 
 
$this->getRequest()->setError('incorrectdata',__('Username or 
password is not correct.')); 
 

• So as you can see above you have to enclose all the texts in calls to the __( ) function. 
This function than searches for the translation to the current language in the 
messages.xx.xml files. If no translation is found the text will be displayed in the default 
language. So to internationalize the output: 

 
Welcome to ESCS 
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It must be written like this: 
 
<div class="content"> 

     <hr/><br/> 
 
     <div align="center"> 
      <h2><?php echo __('Welcome to ESCS')?></h2><br/> 

<p><?php echo __('This is the online evaluation platform of the     
Institute of Comuter Science.')?></p><br/> 
<?php echo link_to(image_tag('icons/home.png',array('title'=>__('to 
evaluation login'))).__('to the evaluation '), 
'session/login',array('title'=>__('to evaluation 
login')));?><br/><br/> 

      <hr width="33%"/><br/> 
 
      <div align="left"> 
        <h2><?php echo __('Evaluation results:')?></h2><br/> 
       <?php foreach ($faculties as $faculty):?> 

<?php echo image_tag('icons/folder.png')."  "; echo 
link_to($faculty->getName(), 
'archives/index?faculty='.$faculty-
>getName(),array('title'=>__('to evaluation results')))?><br/> 

       <?php endforeach; ?><br/><br/> 
      </div> 
      </div> 
 

• For the German translation a file messages.de.xml must be created in the 
/escs_app/i18n directory, according to the XLIFF format, containing one trans-unit 
node for each call to the __( ) function: 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<xliff version="1.0"> 
  <file orginal="global" source-language="en" datatype="plaintext"> 
    <body> 
      <trans-unit id="1"> 
        <source>Welcome to ESCS</source> 
        <target>Willkommen bei ESCS</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
      <trans-unit id="2"> 
        <source>This is the online evaluation platform of the         
Institute of Comuter Science.</source> 
        <target>Das ist die online Ev aluationsplattform des 
Institutes für Informatik.</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
      <trans-unit id="3"> 
        <source>to evaluation login</source> 
        <target>zum Login für den Evaluationsbereich</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
      <trans-unit id="4"> 
        <source>Evaluation Results:</source> 
        <target>Evaluationsergebnisse:</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
      <trans-unit id="5"> 
        <source>to evaluation results</source> 
        <target>zu den Evaluationsergebnissen</target> 
      </trans-unit> 
    </body> 
  </file> 
</xliff> 
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Notice: source-language="...": the full ISO code of the default culture must be put in here. 
The default user culture is set to en_US, so the text outputs in English when a user first enters 
the index site of the application. From here on he can change the language whenever he 
wants. However, if the culture is changed to de_DE with: 
 
$this->getUser()->setCulture('de_DE'); 
 
...the text then outputs in German or to Italian with: 
 
$this->getUser()->setCulture('it_IT'); 
 
If, in the future, a French translation is wanted, just the messages.de.xml has to be duplicated 
and renamed to messages.fr.xml. After that, just change all text contained in the <target> 
nodes in the new file to the French translation. 
 

3.7.5.5 generating xliff files from sourcecode automatically 
 
As mentioned at the start of this chapter we had concerns about the internationalization 
because we print out a lot of text. So we thought about an automated extraction of output text 
from source code. 
This feature was not provided in the version we worked on until April. So we began to code a 
small function which searches from the PHP source code for all outputs and saves them into a 
file with the XLIFF format [JAVA search program for i18n]. The only disadvantage of this 
function was that we had to do the search for every single file in the project by hand. This 
would have been a time consuming work but it would have worked. 
Thanks to the developers of the symfony community the symfony project was redesigned and 
the new release has an automated generating XLIFF files integrated. This function searches 
all project specific files for the output text a generates the messages.xx.xml file. 
 
To generate the file you have to execute the following line on the command line: 
 
symfony init-i18n <application> <destination-language> <char encoding> 
 
For this application this would be: 
 
symfony init-i18n escs_app de iso-8859-1 
 
The execution of the command obove results in the following actions: 
 

• first it creates an empty file for the destination-language if it doesn’t exists already  
• then it goes through all application's *.php files looking for the __() method  
• then it goes through all the modules generator.yml files for admin crud name and title 

yaml fields  
• then it goes through all the modules /validator/*.yml files for validation form *_msg 

and *_error fields  
• and lastly it checks if there is no translation already exists and add the message to the 

file in that case 
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The auto generation of XLIFF files is available from Symfony version 0.6.2 released on April 
20th. For the web log due to this topic and the release see [7]. 
 
As the developers of the symfony project point out, the i18n topic is very important to 
frameworks because they can save the developers of some projects a lot of work. 
This becomes more clearly if you take a look to the class diagram [I18N class diagram] for 
the classes who are needed to provide the i18n functionality plus the automated generating of 
XLIFF files. 
 
Summarizing the i18n topic for this application it seems that we found the most efficient way 
to implement an internationalization which can be enhanced to more languages easily. It is 
also very long lasting implementation because also in case of a total refractory of the project 
just the messages.xx.xml files have to be adapted.  
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3.7.6 Validation 
 
Symfony offers the possibility to automatically validate all data which is entered by a user. 
This server side validation is greatly automated in Symfony. The Framework provides some 
basic validations, namely: 
 

• sfStringValidator: allows you to apply string-related constraints to a parameter  
• sfNumberValidator: verifies if a parameter is a number and allows you to apply size 

constraints  
• sfRegexValidator: allows you to match a value against a regular expression pattern  
• sfEmailValidator: verifies if a parameter contains a value that qualifies as an email 

address  
• sfCompareValidator: checks the equality of two different request parameters; very 

useful for password check 
 
With these validators most of the input from a user can be checked. For the ESCS application 
we added some more validators: 
 

• sfBadWordValidator: checks a string due to malicious words. 
 
For further information’s about this validator see [3.3.3]. 

 
methods: 

     get:          [comment] 
post:         [comment] 

comment: 
       required:     Yes 
       required_msg: The field cannot be left blank 
       validators:   commentValidator 

commentValidator: 
     class:        sfBadWordValidator 
     param: 

badword_error:  This text contains malicious words. 
    Please delete them. 

  
 The validator is called if a form is submitted where the check due to malicious words
 is needed. To implement this functionality the *.yml file would look like above. First 
we define when the validator is called, here if the browser receives a get or post for the 
field comment. Then symfony checks if this field is required. If it is and it’s empty the 
required_msg text is printed out. Otherwise the input is taken and checked by the 
defined validator in this case the sfBadWordValidator (how the check is done see here 
[3.3.3]). 

 
• sfLvaNumberValidator: verifies the entered LVA number. 

 
This again is working with regular expression. The LVA number can have 2 different 
styles: 
- 700701, this is for example the LVA number for a lecture 
- 700701-3, this is an example for an exercise LVA 
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The First part of every LVA number has to be 6 digits long without a leading 0. For an 
exercise the different groups have the extension –xx, where xx stands for the group 
number. 
For a later extended version of this application this check could be done with a 
interface to the ZID [13], where all course- and student related data is stored (for this 
topic do also have a look at [4]). 
 

methods: 
     get:          [lva_nr] 

post:         [lva_nr] 
lva_nr: 

       required:     Yes 
       required_msg: The field cannot be left blank 
       validators:   lvanrValidator 

lvanrValidator: 
     class:        sfLvaNumberValidator 
     param: 

      lvanr_error:  This is not a valid LVA number format 
  (must be 700703-exercise group) 

 
The validator is called if a form is submitted where the check due to correct LVA 
numbers is needed. To implement this functionality the *.yml file would look like 
above. First we define when the validator is called, in this case if the browser receives 
a get or post for the field lva_nr. Then symfony checks if this field is required. If it is 
and it’s empty the required_msg text is printed out. Otherwise the input is taken and 
checked by the defined validator in this case the sfLvaNumberValidator. 

 
• sfDateCompareValidation: checks if one date is later then an other. 

This validator is needed for an evaluation creation. In this form a start date and an end 
date for the evaluation has to be selected. Before the new evaluation is saved to the 
database, the application checks if the end date is after the start date (min. one day). 
For this validator one additional parameter is needed. Let’s take a look how to use this 
validator with an example: 

 
methods: 

     get:          [start_date, end_date] 
post:         [start_date, end_date] 

   start_date: 
       required:     Yes 
       required_msg: select something 

end_date: 
     required:     Yes 
     required_msg: select something 
     validators:   dateValidator 

dateValidator: 
     class:        sfDateCompareValidator 
     param: 
        check:         start_date 
        compare_error:    The end date must be at least one 

day after start day 
  

The validator is called if a form is submitted where the check between two entered 
dates is needed. To implement this functionality the *.yml file would look like above. 
First we define when the validator is called, in the case shown above, if the browser 
receives a get or post for the fields start_date and end_date. Then symfony checks if 
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these fields are required. If this is the case and they are empty the required_msg text is 
printed out. Otherwise the input is taken and checked by the defined validator in this 
case the sfDateCompareValidator. 
 

• sfDateCkeckValidation: checks if one date is later then an other. 
This validator is needed for an evaluation creation. In this form a start date and an end 
date for the evaluation has to be selected. Before the new evaluation is saved to the 
database, the application checks if the end date is after the start date (min. one day). 
For this validator one additional parameter is needed. Let’s take a look how to use this 
validator with an example: 

 
methods: 

     get:          [start_date] 
post:         [start_date] 

   start_date: 
       required:     Yes 
       required_msg: select something 
     validators:   checkValidator 

checkValidator: 
     class:        sfDateCheckValidator 
     param: 

  compare_error: The start date can not be earlier than 
today. 

  
The validator is called if a form is submitted where a date has to be checked if it is not 
earlier than today. To implement this functionality the *.yml file would look like 
above. First we define when the validator is called, in the case shown above, if the 
browser receives a get or post for the field start_date. Then symfony checks if this 
field is required. If this is the case and it’s empty the required_msg text is printed out. 
Otherwise the input is taken and checked by the defined validator in this case the 
sfDateCheckValidator. 
 

 
The usage of the validation functionality (server side validation) preserved us a lot of coding. 
Although the validation is implemented through all modules in the application we had do 
code some input check on our self. We had to do this because we have some dynamic forms 
where the input name of the fields and how many fields are needed is just known at runtime. 
 

3.7.6.1 Validation in the ESCS modules 
 
The usage of the validation functionality (server side validation) preserved us a lot of coding. 
Although the validation is implemented through all modules of ESCS we had do code some 
input check on our self. We had to do this because we have some dynamic forms where the 
input name of the fields and how many fields are needed is unknown before runtime. 
Next we provide an overview which forms are validated on with which template the 
validation is corresponding (the validation files can be found under: 
escs/apps/escs_app/modules/this_module/validate): 
 
- Module answer 
  

In the answer module the createSuccess.php template will be validated. 
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save & update         

answer_name x x       

 
  
- Module archives 
 
The user cannot input any data in this module, there for no validation is needed. 
 
- Module count_evaluation 
 

Within the count_evaluation module both templates will be validated with the same 
validator. 
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searchresult         

searchterm x x x      

 
 
- Module course 
 

 The validation for this module is divided in faculty and institute. 
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institute_name x x       
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savefaculty & updatefaculty         

Name x x       

 
 
- Module error 
 
There is no user input in this module. 
 
- Module escs_module 
 
There is no input data  do validate. 
 
- Module formular 
 

Within the formular module the name is validated in the createSuccess.php and the 
editSuccess.php template.  
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Type x x       

 
- Module language 
 
No validation needed. 
 
- Module login 
 

In the login mask the username and password is validated before the controller checks 
the correctness of the input data. 
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- Module lva 
 

A lot of validation happens in this module. The validators check the input data from 
five different templates. 
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number X  X      

         

confirm         

participant X  X      

         

save & update         

lva_name X X       

lva_head X        

lva_type X        

lva_nr X      X  

faculty X        

institute X        

semester X X       

start_date X     X   

end_date X    X    

 
- Module question 
 
 The templates editSuccess.php and createSuccess.php are validated in this module. 
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save & update         

question X X       

position X  X      

answer_name X        

 
- Module roll 
 
 The templates editSuccess.php and createSuccess.php are validated in this module. 
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save & update         

name X X       

 
- Module session 
 

In the login mask for the evaluation process the matriculum number and the TAN is 
validated before the controller checks the correctness of the input data. 
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save & update         

matr_nr X X X      

tan X X       

 
- Module user 
 

A lot of validation happens in this module. The validators check the input data from 
five different templates. 
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save & update         

fristname X X       

lastname X X       

username X X       

password X   X     

password2 X   X     

faculty X        

institute X        

email X       X 

         

change_pwd         

password X   X     

password2 X   X     

         

change_pwd2         

old_password X X       

password X   X     

password2 X   X     

         

update2         

firstname X X       

lastname X X       

username X X       

email X       X 
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3.7.7 Layout – CSS 
 
Before we start to talk about the layout styling with CSS, we have to look how symfony 
creates the viewable content. Symfony creates every viewable page in two (for the startup in 
three steps): 
 
1. When the application is entered for the first time, the index.php in the escs/apps/escs_app 

directory is executed. This file starts the front controller within the symfony framework 
and sets the system environment for the defined application (in this case the escs_app). 
For more about this see [48]. 

 
2. As the next step Symfony executes the layout.php file which can be found under 

ecs/apps/escs_app/templates. Here the standard layout for all templates is defined. For 
the ESCS application this are a header - banner with a link to the home of the application 
(and the links to change the language settings – i18n) and a footer with the image links 
for the HTML and CSS conformance due to W3C standards (take a look at [74]). 
Between the Header and the footer the following line outputs the data from the actual 
view: <?php echo $content ?> 

 
3. The third step is that the front controller calls the functions and templates for the actions 

the user wants to perform and displays them through the content variable in the 
layout.php file. 

 
After the application is loaded successfully and the index.php site is viewed, Symfony (more 
precisely the front controller) just refreshes the view ($content variable) with the actual 
template and the generated data from the functions of the controller. 
 
Now we know how symfony generates the HTML code for the browser to display. But 
HTML codes leave a lot of space to interpret the style of displaying. There for we defined a 
CSS file which is stored in escs/web/css/. 
This file tells the browser how the display the different items if there is a definition within the 
CSS file. Let as show how such a CSS file looks for a certain item: 
 
th 
{ 
  font-family: Arial, Verdana, sans-serif; 
  font-size: 11px; 
  color: #000000; 
  background-color: #d3d3d3; 
} 
 
With the code above all items declared with ‘th’ in the HTML code will be displayed with the 
Font Arial and the size of eleven pixels. The font will be in white and the background is a 
light grey color. 
 
After the CSS file is created the framework must know to use it and where to find it. We used 
one CSS file namely main.css which can be found in the directory escs/web/css/. Additional 
the file view.yml under escs/apps/escs_app/config/ must be edited with the follwing line: 
 
stylesheets:    [main] 
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This line of code let the framework look for a CSS file with the name main.css in the web/css/ 
directory.  
 
As said before this configuration is used if there is one CSS definition for the whole 
application. But it is also possible to load a CSS file for every template. 
In this case the CSS file for the actual template has to be loaded with the command: 
 
<?php echo include_stylesheets() ?> 
 
Surely this is working well but it is recommended to use one CSS file fort he whole 
application. 
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3.7.8 W3C conformance 
 
Most pages on the World Wide Web are written in computer languages (such as HTML) that 
allow Web authors to structure text, add multimedia content, and specify what appearance, or 
style, the result should have. 
As for every language, these have their own grammar, vocabulary and syntax, and every 
document written with these computer languages are supposed to follow these rules. The 
(X)HTML languages, for all versions up to XHTML 1.1, are using machine-readable 
grammars called DTDs (Document Type Definition). 
 
Like texts in a natural language, documents using Markup languages may (for various 
reasons) include spelling or grammar errors and may not following these rules. The process of 
verifying whether a document actually follows the rules for the language(s) it uses is called 
validation, and the tool used for that is a validator. A document that passes this process with 
success is called valid.  
With these concepts in mind, we can define "markup validation" as the process of checking a 
Web document against the grammar (generally a DTD) it claims to be using. 
 
Validity is one of the quality criteria for a Web page, but there are many others. In other 
words, a valid Web page is not necessarily a good web page, but an invalid Web page has 
little chance of being a good web page. 
 
Markup languages are defined in technical specifications, which generally include a formal 
grammar. A document is valid when it is correctly written in accordance to the formal 
grammar, whereas conformance relates to the specification itself. The two might be 
equivalent, but in most cases, some conformance requirements can not be expressed in the 
grammar, making validity only a part of the conformance. 
 
Browsers follow the second half of this maxim by accepting Web pages and trying to display 
them even if they're not legal HTML. Usually this means that the browser will try to make 
educated guesses about what you probably meant. 
The problem is that different browsers (or even different versions of the same browser) will 
make different guesses about the same illegal construct; worse, if your HTML is really 
pathological, the browser could get hopelessly confused and produce a mangled mess, or even 
crash.  
That's why you want to follow the first half of the maxim by making sure your pages are legal 
HTML. The best way to do that is by running your documents through one or more HTML 
validators.  
 
The W3C Markup Validation Service is a web gateway to a well known SGML parser called 
SP. SP takes the HTML code and compares it to a set of objective syntax rules called a 
"DTD", a Document Type Definition. 
 
There are different ways the Validator can be fed with the HTML code. 
Fist you can load the file which should be checked due to conformance. The second 
possibilities are to give the validator the URL of the page which should be checked. And the 
third one is to put the code with copy and past into the text field and let the validator to the 
validation. 
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3.7.9 The documentation 
 
Writing good documentation is essential to the success of any software project. The quality of 
documentation can be even more important than the quality of the code itself and the quantity 
of the documentation. Too much reading will scare of programmers but too few will leave a 
lot of questions open to the programmer.  
 
For the documentation of the online evaluation platform ESCS we thought about the different 
possibilities to document code. We choose to make a JavaDoc style (with HTML pages) 
documentation with the phpDocumentor program because when using this there is a good 
documentation in the code itself and extended documentation can be generated automatically.  
 
In any kind of software development there will be code reuse, whether intended or not. Source 
code documentation, the comments placed in your PHP files, can act as an explanation for 
behavior. Without some kind of documentation, users are forced to make assumptions about 
code, or find things out using trial and error, or worst of all, fill your mailbox with requests. 
But even if you have documented your code well picking comments out of lines and lines of 
code can be tedious, and not very useful.  
 
PhpDocumentor uses an extensive templating system to change source code comments into 
human readable and hence useful, formats. This system allows the creation of easy to read 
documentation in 15 different pre-designed HTML versions, PDF format, Windows Help file 
CHM format, and in Docbook XML. 
 
Another thing why we use phpDocumentor is the fact that it is totally integrated into the 
development environment ZEND. 
 
The documentation will be available on the application CD in the /documentation/escs/ 
directory starting with the index.html page. 
 
For more information’s about the phpDocumentator take a look at [3.8.3]. 
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3.7.10 Sitemap 
 

 
Figure 13: Sitemap 1 
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Figure 14: Sitemap 2 
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Figure 15: Sitemap 3 
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Figure 16: Sitemap 4 
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3.8 Tools 
 

3.8.1 Symfony 
 
The Symfony [7] project is web application framework for PHP5 projects. 
It aims to speed up the creation and maintenance of web applications, and to replace the 
repetitive coding tasks. 
The very small number of prerequisites makes symfony easy to install on any configuration; 
you just need Unix or Windows with a web server and PHP 5 installed. It is compatible with 
almost every database. 

 
What is a framework? 
 
A framework adds new mechanisms on top of a programming language, and these 
mechanisms automate many of the development patterns used for a given purpose. A 
framework also adds structure to the code, and pushes the developer to write better, more 
readable and maintainable code. A framework also makes programming easier, since it 
packages complex operations into simple statements. 
A framework is usually developed with the same language that it extends. A PHP5 framework 
is a set of files written in PHP5. 
 
A framework will add layering to an application. In general, they divide applications in three 
layers: 

- The presentation logic handles the interactions between the user and the software  
- The data source logic carries the access to a database or other data providers  
- The domain logic, or business logic, is the remaining piece. It involves calculation 

made on inputs, manipulation of data from the presentation, and dispatching of data 
source logic according to the commands received from the presentation.  

 
Web application frameworks intend to facilitate the development of web applications 
(websites, Intranets, etc.). Building a basic dynamic website can be easily achieved with 
existing programming languages, and PHP is known for its simplicity and broadly adopted for 
that purpose. With PHP alone, you can already query a database, manage session cookies, 
access files in the server, etc. But when it comes to building a more complex website, where 
business logic increases the volume of code to maintain, the need of a web application 
framework arises. 
 
What is symfony? 
 
Symfony is a complete framework designed to help and speedup the development of web 
applications. 
It is based on the following concepts: 
 

• compatible with as many environments as possible  
• easy to install and configure  
• simple to learn  
• enterprise ready  
• convention rather than configuration, supporting fallback calls  
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• simple in most cases, but still flexible enough to adapt to complex cases  
• most common web features included  
• compliant with most of the web "best practices" and web "design patterns"  
• very readable code with easy maintenance  
• open source  

 
The main concept underlying the symfony framework is that the most common tasks are done 
automatically so that the developer can focus entirely on the specifics of an application. 
To fulfill these requirements, symfony was written entirely in PHP5. It is compatible with 
most of the available databases, among which: 
 

• MySQL  
• PostgreSQL  
• Oracle  
• MSSQL  
• and any other database if a Creole driver exists for it 

 
The symfony object model relies on three distinct layers: 

• a database abstraction  
• an object-relational mapping  
• a Model-View-Controller model for the front and back-office  

 
Common features of web projects are made easy since Symfony natively automates them: 

• internationalization  
• templating with helpers  
• form validation  
• cache management  
• shopping cart management  
• smart URLs  
• scaffolding  
• email sending  
• Pagination  

 
Symfony uses some code fragments of other open source projects: 

• Creole, for the database abstraction layer  
• Propel, for the object-relational mapping layer  
• Mojavi, for the Model-View-Controller model layer  

 
In search for the perfect (easiest?) framework for this project to implement we had a look on 
various frameworks but symfony was our choice because of the relatively fast learning curve 
of one day: 
 

- Qcodo: code generation-based framework for PHP5. Generates your object relational 
model (CRUD objects) as WELL as simple CRUD-based pages which can be 
extended/customized. Code can be regenerated without destroying customizations. 

- Mojavi: Mojavi is an open-source MVC (model-view-controller) PHP framework, 
licensed under the LGPL. 

- PRADO: is a component-based and event-driven programming framework for 
developing Web applications in PHP 5. 
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3.8.2 Zend Studio 
 
Zend Studio 5 is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that encompasses all the 
development components necessary for the full PHP application lifecycle. Through a 
comprehensive set of editing, debugging, analysis, optimization and database tools, Zend 
helps programmers along the development cycles and simplifies complex projects. 
 
A powerful IDE for writing and maintaining PHP applications, Zend Studio provides 
a feature rich environment that includes, the following development tools: 

• Debugging - Control the running process of your PHP application and receive 
valuable information on errors, call stack, variables and output. 

• Project and File Management - Manage your files and folders in Zend Studio, 
including FTP functionality. 

• Project Inspector and File Inspector - For viewing and navigating functions, 
constants, soap clients etc. 

• Code Completion - Offers a wide selection of code completion features, including 
PHP, HTML, classes, member variables, variables, keyword, and object code 
completion listings. Lists are comprised from declarations as well as most of the 
standard PHP and HTML. 

• Code Templates - Templates help to write code quickly and accurately. Templates are 
shortcuts used to insert a framework for the segment of code you are about to write. 

• Syntax Highlighting - Apply automatic text highlighting to different syntax elements. 
• Code Indentation - Use "as you type" automated indentation or applies indentation 

automatically - “all at once” - to format PHP code according to convention. 
• Online PHP Manual - Find out more about a PHP function by directly referencing 

the online PHP manual opened in Zend Studio’s Browser window (one button 
activation). 

• Go to navigation - Provides multiple methods for jumping to the text and code you 
want. 

• Customizable Shortcut keys - Define and customize keyboard shortcuts based on 
commonly used keystrokes to accommodate user preferences. 

• Version Control - Zend Studio Client integrates directly with CVS and Subversion 
content management systems. 

 
Another useful function is that the documentation tool phpDocumentor is fully integrated into 
the environment. It lets the programmer generate the documentation out of the IDE with a few 
clicks. 

3.8.3 PhpDocumentor 
 
The PhpDocumentor [9] is a program to generate the documentation out of the PHP source 
code. We use the PhpDocumentor which is integrated into the Zend Studio. 
PhpDocumentor is the current standard auto-documentation tool for the PHP language. 
Similar to Javadoc, and written in PHP, phpDocumentor can be used from the command line 
or a web interface to create professional documentation from PHP source code. 
phpDocumentor has support for linking between documentation, incorporating user level 
documents like tutorials and creation of highlighted source code with cross referencing to 
PHP general documentation.  
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phpDocumentor uses an extensive templating system to change your source code comments 
into human readable and hence useful, formats. This system allows the creation of easy to 
read documentation in 15 different pre-designed HTML versions, PDF format, Windows 
Helpfile CHM format, and in Docbook XML. 
 
phpDocumentor generates manual-format documentation by reading it from special PHP 
comments called DocBlocks. 
An example for a DocBlock: 
 
<?PHP 
/** 
 * Eine Klasse für die Demonstration von phpDocumentor. 
 * 
 * <code> 
 * <?PHP 
 * require_once 'Klasse.php'; 
 * 
 * $objekt = new Klasse; 
 * $objekt->setzeVariable('test'); 
 * ?> 
 * </code> 
 * 
 * @author      Pire Dejaco <pire.dejaco@gmail.com> 
 * @package     escs 
 * @subpackage  phpDocumentor 
 */ 
class Klasse { 
  // ... 
} 
?> 
 
For further information’s about how using phpDocumentor in a project go to [9]. 
DocBlocks are where you as the author of a software project should document helpful 
information that can be used by others (or your future self) to determine how to use and 
extend your PHP package. 
Although the ability to add succinct documentation in the source code is essential, it cannot 
replace the importance of verbose documentation that is not in the source code, such as a user 
manual, or tutorials. 
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4 Future Work 
 

4.1 Evaluation under development 
 
As we discussed the different evaluation forms in [3.5] we also have to discuss the 
expressiveness of an evaluation. After reviewing a lot of researches for this topic we found 
out that there is no perfect evaluation form. 
Every evaluation form must be under development at any time. When evaluation results are 
analyzed and reviewed they may seem to tell something about the form. If there are signs of a 
necessary change of the evaluation form this should be discussed like it was when the 
evaluation was paper-based. This life cycle of an evaluation form can be seen in [Figure 17: 
The evaluation cycleFigure 17] where this is part of the evaluation cycle. 
 

 
Figure 17: The evaluation cycle 

 
Another point which can have influence to upcoming versions of the ESCS version can be 
relation between different questions. Scientific researches found out that there is no strong 
correlation between the single factors (questions) and the overall rating. 
But on the other hand there were strong associations between key factors and no as strong 
factors. There for it might be useful if questions in a form can be put into relations, which 
means if question1 is answered highly positive, question6 can not be answered highly 
negative (if there is a connection between these two questions). 
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4.2 Right management 
 
Something we highly would welcome in a future work fort his application is a different right 
(roll) management. 
At the moment the access control to the different modules is strongly rigid. Every roll which 
is defined for the system has access to a limited set of areas which is defined in the 
myUser.class.php. For example if a new roll should be implemented into the system, the 
administrator has to add the new roll into the myUser.class.php file and define there which 
sub areas the roll can access. 
Another point is that there is no possibility to give different users with the same roll access to 
different areas. It may be interesting to extend the access of a user with a given roll to 
additional areas but other users with the same roll should still have the restricted access. 
At the end of the implementation this aspect became apparent to us but the implementation of 
this right management would be a total refractory of the application. For a future work a finer 
granularity for functions within the different modules would be highly welcomed. 
This can be reached if the credential system of the Symfony framework will use numbers 
instead of roll names. For this an additional column in the table user would be necessary 
where the given/extended credentials are saved. It is also needed to change the 
myUser.class.php where the menu will then be created through the user credentials (from the 
user table) instead of the roll name. 
This would mean that if a user is created, the administrator not only says which roll the user 
will have but also defines which modules and actions he can perform. 
 

4.3 Additional answer types 
 
This is something we found out during your research how expressive and interesting 
questionnaires are created. We found out that there can be much more different answers types 
than the two we have in this system. For example it may be necessary to let the user check 
multiple answers for one question or selected the answer from a drop down menu where a 
larger scale of different answers can be selected. 
For a future work this is something which can be considered as easy to implement but useful 
and helpful for the expressiveness of the evaluation form. 
 

4.4 ZID interface 
 
While implementing the login to the evaluation process we tried to think about a reliable 
method to check if a user has the permission to evaluate a course or not. 
For LVA’s the only possibility to do this is that the lecturer hands out the TAN’s which allow 
a user to evaluate the course exactly one time. 
For UE or SE this is a little different because the students have to sign into the courses via the 
ZID user service. As a future implementation an interface can be imagined where the ESCS 
application can check if the student (has to input some more information e.g. birthday) has 
signed into the course. Only if the student is registered for the course he can evaluate it. In 
this case a TAN validation can be leaved out. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
We consider student feedback through teaching evaluations a critical component to continuing 
success in meeting the academic/educational mission (and not to forget the human resource 
management mission). We believe it is every student's responsibility to provide feedback on 
his/her learning experience in all attended courses. Our goal in developing this system is to 
improve the expressiveness and reliability of the evaluation results, to provide to the faculties, 
lecturers and all the academic staff a base on which the teaching process can be reviewed. We 
also hope to give students a chance to answer evaluation questions without time pressure and 
therefore to provide more thoughtful feedback to their instructors. 
 
If the students take responsibility and evaluate the courses they attend this system will 
generate a great data pool on which the administration can base decision, which will affect not 
only the personal management but in last consequence also the quality of teaching if the 
lecturers are willing to take care of the feedback from their students. And this should be the 
bottom line of this project, increase the teaching quality in a learning process where the 
evaluation is not a monster to fear but a helpful feedback to both the teaching and the 
administration staff. 
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Appendix 
 

Inscribed countries 
 
Ägypten (ET) Lettland (LLD)    

Äthiopien (ETH)  Liechtenstein (FL)  

Albanien (AL)   Litauen (LIT)    

Algerien (DZ)   Luxemburg (L)  

Argentinien (RA)   Malaysia (MAL)    

Armenien (ARM)  Marokko (MA)    

Bangladesch (BAN) Mexiko (MEX)      

Belgien (B)  Mongolei (MGL)   

Bolivien (BOL)  Namibia (NAM 

Bosnien und Herzegowina (BSH) Niederlande (NL) 

Brasilien (BR)  Nigeria (WAN)   

Bulgarien (BG)   Norwegen (N)     

Chile (RCH)  Pakistan (PAK)    

China (Republik/Taiwan) (RC)   Palästinensische Gebiete (PST)  

China (Volksrepublik) (CHF) Peru (PE)    

Cote d'Ivoire (CI)  Philippinen (PI)  

Deutschland (D) Polen (PL)  

Dänemark (DK)    Portugal (P)      

Eritrea (ERI)  Rumänien ® 

Estland (ELD)   Russland (RSF)   

Finnland (SF)  Österreich (A)   

Frankreich (F)     Schweden (S)   

Georgien (GG)  Schweiz (CH)   

Ghana (GH)  Senegal (SN) 

Griechenland (GR) Serbien und Montenegro (SBM 

Grossbrit. u. Nordirland (GB)  Simbabwe (RSR)  

Guatemala (GCA) Slowakei (SQ) 

Indien (IND)   Slowenien (SLO)   

Indonesien (RI)     Spanien (E)  

Irak (IRQ)    Staatenlos (ZZZ)  

Iran (IR)  Stbg. ungeklärt (XXX) 

Irland (IRL)  Syrien (SYR)   

Island (IS)      Tansania (EAT) 

Italien (I)    Thailand (T) 

Italien (Südtirol) (IST)  Togo (TG) 

Japan (J)     Tschechien (TCH 

Kamerun (CAM)  Türkei (TR)  

Kanada (CDN)    Uganda (EAU)  

Kenia (EAK)  Ukraine (UKR)  

Kolumbien (CO)   Ungarn (H)   

Kongo (Demokrat.Republik) (ZR) Vereinigte St. v. Amerika (USA) 

Kongo (RCB)   Vietnam (VN)   

Korea (Republik/Süd) (ROK) Weißrussland (BLR)  

Kroatien (CRO)    Zypern (CY)    

Table 4: Nationalities studying at the University of Innsbruck (stand WS2005) 

LVA evaluation form University Graz 
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UNI 
GRAZ 

Fragebogen für die Lehrveranstaltungs-  
(LV-) Bewertung durch Studierende 
 

Bitte groß, deutlich und nur in den dafür vorgesehenen Platz schreiben  
bzw. Zutreffendes ankreuzen! Ihre Angaben bleiben selbstverständlich anonym! 
 

    Allgemeine Fragen 

Tag Monat Jahr 
Datum: 

      
Ich besuche  
diese LV … 

Ich besuche diese  
LV in einem … Berufstätigkeit (Mehrfach- 

nennungen möglich) 

LV-LeiterIn:  
LV-Nummer:       

   Studien- 
kennzahl: B          

 

Studien-
abschnitt: □ 1. □ 2. □ 3. 

 □ immer 

 □ eher oft 

 □ etwa zu 50 %

 □ eher selten 

 □ sehr selten 

 □ Pflichtfach 

 
 □ Wahlfach 

 
 □ freien Wahlfach 

  (nicht verpflichtend) 

 □ Vollzeit 

 □ Teilzeit 

 □ geringfügig 

 □ Ruhestand 

 □ Haus- u. Familienarbeit

 □ keine 
 

    Bitte beurteilen Sie, ob die folgenden Aussagen für Sie zutreffend sind! 
trifft  
völlig  
zu 

trifft 
überhaupt
nicht zu* 

1. Ich finde, die/der LV-LeiterIn wirkt fachlich sehr kompetent. □ □ □ □ □
2. Ich finde, die/der LV-LeiterIn geht didaktisch sehr gut vor. □ □ □ □ □
3. Ich fühle mich sehr zur aktiven Teilnahme an dieser LV angeregt. □ □ □ □ □
4. Ich finde, Lehrziele und Beurteilungskriterien werden sehr klar mitgeteilt. □ □ □ □ □
5. Ich finde den sprachlichen Ausdruck der/des LV-Leiterin/s sehr gut (z.B. Lautstärke, akustische 

Verständlichkeit, Vortragstempo, etc.). □ □ □ □ □
6. Der Besuch dieser LV regt mich an, mich mit dem Thema weiter zu beschäftigen. □ □ □ □ □
7. Ich finde, die/der LV-LeiterIn ist am Lernerfolg der Studierenden interessiert. □ □ □ □ □
8. Ich fühle mich durch Lehr- und Lernbehelfe in sehr guter Weise unterstützt (z.B. audio-visuelle 

Medien, Folien, Literaturangaben, etc.) □ □ □ □ □
9. Ich finde, diese LV ist sehr gut strukturiert. □ □ □ □ □
10. Die/der LV-LeiterIn ist pünktlich und hält Terminvereinbarungen ein. □ □ □ □ □
11. Ich finde, die Rahmenbedingungen dieser LV sind sehr zufriedenstellend (Räumlichkeiten,  

Sitzplatzangebot, Sachmittelausstattung, etc.). □ □ □ □ □
12. Die Inhalte dieser LV haben mich bereits vor LV-Besuch sehr interessiert. □ □ □ □ □
13. Ich halte den Besuch dieser LV im Rahmen meines Studiums für sehr sinnvoll. □ □ □ □ □
14. Die/der LV-LeiterIn behandelt Studentinnen und Studenten gleich. □ □ □ □ □
15. Die/der LV-LeiterIn spricht frauen- und geschlechterspezifische Themen an. □ □ □ □ □
16. Die/der LV-LeiterIn verwendet weibliche und männliche Sprachformen. □ □ □ □ □
17. Insgesamt habe ich in dieser LV sehr viel gelernt. □ □ □ □ □
18. Ich finde, in dieser LW sind die Anforderungen angemessen. □ □ □ □ □

1 2 3 4 5 19. Die LV beurteile ich insgesamt mit der Note …   
(1) Sehr Gut bis (5) Nicht Genügend. □ □ □ □ □

1 2 3 4 5 20. Die Leistung der/des LV-Leiterin/s in dieser LV beurteile ich insgesamt mit der Note …  
(1) Sehr Gut bis (5) Nicht Genügend. □ □ □ □ □

* im Sinne einer gegenteiligen Aussage (Items 1 bis 17) 
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 UNI 

GRAZ 

Fragebogen für die Lehrveranstaltungs-  
(LV-) Bewertung durch Studierende 
 

Bitte trennen Sie diese Seite nach Ausfüllen der Bögen ab! 
 
 

    Offene Fragen zur LV: 

1. Was gefällt Ihnen an der LV besonders gut und sollte von/vom der LV-LeiterIn beibehalten werden? 

   

   

   

   

2. Was war an dieser LV für Sie störend, nicht förderlich, ineffektiv? Machen Sie konstruktive 
Verbesserungsvorschläge!  

   

   

   

   

3. Sonstige Bemerkungen zur LV und/oder allgemeine Anmerkungen 
(bitte genau beschreiben, an wen sie sich richten: LV allgemein, LV-LeiterIn, Studienrichtung, etc.): 

   

   

   

   

4. Zusätzliche Frage der/des LV-Leiterin/s (optional). 

   

   

   

   

   

 
Vielen Dank für Ihre Mitarbeit!!! 
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JAVA search program for i18n 
 
void stringSuchen() 
   { 
   String suchstring; 
   CFrageDialog frage; 
   int Index; 
 
   // Ein Textfeld aufmachen, um nach dem Suchstring zu fragen 
   frage = new CFrageDialog(this,"Suchen"); 
   frage.setLocation(150,150); 
   frage.pack(); 
   frage.show();  
    
   suchstring = frage.getString(); 
     
   if(suchstring == null) 
 return; 
         
   // nun suchen 
   m_aktText = m_textanzeige.getText(); 
   int start=4; 
   int last=0; 
   int end=0; 
   String transstart="<trans-unit id=\""; 
   String transend="</trans-unit>\n\n"; 
   String startscource="\t<source>"; 
   String endsource="</source>\n"; 
   String starttarget="\t<target>"; 
   String endtarget="</target>\n"; 
   FileDialog d = new FileDialog(this,"Text speichern...",FileDialog.SAVE); 
    
   d.show(); 
   m_dateiname = d.getDirectory(); 
   m_dateiname += d.getFile(); 
   System.out.println("Dateiname: "+m_dateiname); 
   try 
   { 
    File ausgabedatei = new File(m_dateiname); 
    RandomAccessFile ausgabe = new RandomAccessFile(ausgabedatei, "rw"); 
 
    File eingabedatei = new File("archiv.txt"); 
    RandomAccessFile eingabe = new RandomAccessFile(eingabedatei,"rw"); 
    StringBuffer lesepuffer= new StringBuffer(2000); 
     
    char bstabe; 
       int gelesen; 
       boolean weiter = true; 
   
       while(weiter) 
   { 
          gelesen = eingabe.read(); 
          if(gelesen == -1) 
      { 
      weiter = false; 
      continue; 
      } 
 
        bstabe = (char) gelesen; 
        lesepuffer.append( bstabe); 
   } 
       String test=lesepuffer.toString().trim(); 
       StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(test, "\n", false); 
       String[] words=new String[100]; 
       elements=0; 
       while(st.hasMoreTokens()){ 
        elements++; 
        words[elements]=st.nextToken(); 
       } 
    int i=0; 
    int zeichen=0; 
    String schnipsl,word; 
    while(last<start+suchstring.length()){ 
     System.out.println("Start "+start+" Last: "+last); 
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     last=start; 
      
     start=m_aktText.indexOf(suchstring,start)+suchstring.length(); 
     if(suchstring.length()>4){ 
      end=m_aktText.indexOf("\n",start); 
     } 
     else{ 
      end=m_aktText.indexOf("'",start); 
     } 
     word=m_aktText.substring(start,end); 
     if(start>suchstring.length() && lesepuffer.indexOf(word)==-1){ 
      words[elements+1]=word; 
      elements++; 
      lesepuffer.append(word); 
      eingabe.seek(eingabe.length()); 
      ausgabe.seek(ausgabe.length()); 
      
schnipsl=transstart+elements+"\">\n"+startscource+word+endsource+starttarget+endtarget+transen
d;   
      for(i = 0; i < schnipsl.length(); i++){ 
     zeichen = (int) schnipsl.charAt(i); 
     ausgabe.write(zeichen); 
     } 
      //ausgabe.write("\n"); 
      word=word+"\n"; 
      for(i = 0; i < word.length(); i++){ 
     zeichen = (int) word.charAt(i); 
     eingabe.write(zeichen); 
     } 
      //eingabe.writeChars("\n"); 
 
       } 
   } 
        
     // Datei schließen 
       ausgabe.close(); 
       eingabe.close(); 
   } 
     catch(IOException e) 
       { 
       //  irgendwas ist schiefgegangen 
       System.out.println("Fehler beim Schreiben der Datei  " + m_dateiname  
                          + "\n"); 
       m_dateiname = null; 
       } 
 
 
 
   } // Ende von 'stringSuchen'  
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I18N class diagram 
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Evaluation form of the University Innsbruck 

 
Figure 18: Current evaluation form for UE, PR, VU 
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